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To Speak Here
Two-Day Short Course
At Substation To
Draw Farmers From
40 Counties

Spend More Money For
Education, Blackburn
Urges Piton Kiwanians

New Building For Rural Pupils To Be Built In
Or Near Princeton; Plans Drawn But Must Be
Approved At Frankfort; Site Yet To Be Chosen,
Supt. E. F. Blackburn Says
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Acts Upon Recommendations
Of Special Committee, Farm
Bureau And State Department

Farmers and other interested
citizens will have an opportunity
to obtain much helpful and valEder. F. Blackburn, superinuable information from a twoActing upon the recommendations of a committee-attendent of county schools, and
day Agricultural Short Course
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essman Noble J. Gregory
spective fields will discuss many and needs, were speakers at county school district, insofar as it is possible to do so,
February 13, he was noimportant problems facing farm- Wednesday's meeting of the Supt. Edw. F. Blackburn
Tuesday morning.
said
ers and the general public in Kiwanis Club. Mr. Blackburn
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University of Kentucky,
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Scheduled
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J. Blackburn, who resignCourthouse Here,
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tion and Improvement;" Dr. J.
Saturday, Feb. 22
Caldwell county youth. The reeel with general approval
T. Spencer, "Grasses for West- county should immediately
The Caldwell County Farm port was prepared with the as. The appointee is a pest
Rubye Wheatley, Mayfield, presented a char ter to the local Business and Professional Woimprove
its school program, Bureau is opening
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time, it is hoped, 25 charter
Nation's appreciation of a
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members will be enrolled.
job well done.
Caldwell County Farm Bureau. Christian Churn' will
information available on many
• r would be through re- Tree Grows in Brooklyn", "The
entertain
Paducah Jaycees, including of
will be held in the courthouse, Friday night from
the questions which they
7 to 9 o'clock ,
direct to the Civil Service Keys Of The Kingdom", "The
Paul Abell, Bill Powell, Grady must face
Saturday, Feb. 23, beginning at with a reception and tea in hon.'
thruout
year.
the
' ion. Withdrawal condi- Valley Of Decision", "Laura",
,
Collins, Jimmie Thomasson, J.
1 o'clock, W. G. Shoulders. an- or of the Rev. Carl
A. large number of Caldwell
M. Boyd,
ally through the newspaper, "The Corn Is Green", "National
Wife
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Of
G. Vaughn and Willard Ruther- county farmers and
nounces.
other citiClay Center, Kansas, who will
the Post Office Department Velvet", "Anchors Aweigh", "A
ford, here for last week's meet- zens who
Farmer Succumbs After
A program of interest in all visit here this weekend
are directly or indito me would have no effect Song To Remember" and "The
and deing, to help form the new local rectly interested
farm families is being planned, liver two sermons, morning
in agriculture
Long Illness
and
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and it is the sincere desire of pight, Sunday, J. F.
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ner-up division the critics selectLife-Long Resident Suc- group is due for tonight's meet- meetings. Question and answer A throng of sorrowing friends the Farm Bureau to, have in atchairman of the church board,
attended funeral services for Mrs.
ed 58 features to be listed on
ing.
tendance non-members as well said Tuesday.
cumbs Sunday From
periods will follow all talks, in Ellen Jones, wife of
Wylie Jones,
their 1945 Honor Roll. Of this
Present at the Feb. 14 meet- order to
help answer specific prominent farmer of the south- as members, the president said.
Rev. Mr. Boyd is on terminal
Heart Ailment
number 46 were contracted for
ing were: Kenneth Sheridan, J. questions
The program committee had leave from the Army, in
for individual farmers: ern secticin of the county, who
which
Magservices
Miss
for
Funeral
the Capitol with most of them
L Beshears, Lige Cook, Glynn
obtained
J. E. Stanford, execu- he has served as chaplain since
Lunch, for which a moderate died at her home Wednesday
having already been screened gie Wylie, life-long resident of Oiler, Howard York, Cleland F.
tive secretary of the Kentucky October 1942. He was in the
charge will be made to cover night after several months'
illand the remaining few dated for Princeton, who died at her home Carr, Ralph McConnell, James
obert Ramage And
Farm Bureau Federation, as campaigns of Africa, Italy and
on Washington street Sunday F. Loftus, Ralph Randolph, Rich- costs, will be served at the farm ness, at the First Baptist Church
early presentation.
each day
by women of the Friday afternoon, the Rev. H. G. principal speaker and the Cald- southern Europe.
illy Patton Admit PostMr. Simmons, using the above morning following a series of ard McCalister, Bill Presler, Reg
well County School Band will
Christian Church. If they pre- M. Hatler, officiating.
He is a graduate, 1926, of
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at
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Born in 1870, Mrs. Jones was
•bert Ramage and Billy Pat- 58, pointed out that not a single home Monday
Mr. Wilcox and Mr. Shrewsbury.
A report of the last year's and served three pastorates prior
to bring lunch from home, or a daughter of the late W. H. and
each 17 years old, are being first-run metropolitan theatre in clock, with the Rev. J. G.
they will have time to drive to Annaliza Griffith White, of this activities, financial report, and to entering the Army, the last
Id in jail here pending in- the country can surpass and few Cothran, Louisville, officiating.
Princeton for lunch during the county, where she had been a proposed program for 1946 wil4 of which was at Burlington.
Miss Wylie was a daughter of Five Local Boy Scouts
ligation by federal author!- can equal in number his record
the late Mr. and Mrs. James S. Get Promotions, Badges , noon recess, Mr. Lowry said. life-long resident. She was a be given and officers and di- Kans.
of a break in the postoffice of top hits shown.
'day night, it was reported
member of the First Baptist rectors will be elected.
Looking over his bookings Mr. Wylie, of this county, ani was At Court Of Honor
Mr. Shoulders said all farm
esday by Billie Gresham, as- Simmons listed the following a member of the First Baptist
Church.
Local
Presbyterians
U. K. Grads To Form
Scouts Charles Adams and
Survivors are her husband, families should avail themselves
postmaster, and Everett outstanding attractions as com- Church. She is survived by a
of
the
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opportunity
Chapter Here
of
learning
Miss Sallie Wylie, with Howard Stone, Jr., received pro- Okttend Annual Meeting)
sister,
es, chief of police.
four sons, Frank, William and
ing to the Capitol soon: "Duffy's
motions from Tenderfoot to ..i Among members of the CenHelen G. King, of the Univerollowing arrest of Ramage, Tavern", "San Antonio", "My whom she made her home.
Bernard, of this county, and what the Farm Bureau is doing
Pallbearers were Charles Gad- Second Class rank at the Court tral Presbyterian Church attend- Brad, Georgetown, and a daugh- for the welfare of farm people, sity of Kentucky Public Belaeady under suspicion because Reputation", "What Next, Cordie, Ray Baker, Frank Wylie, of Honor held last Wednesday ing the annual winter meeting ter, Elloulse, principal of East- and or the Nation. He said Mr. tons Department, and Merwin
wrist was cut and there were
poral Hargrove", "Doll Face",
obser- of the Presbytery at HopkinsStanford is an outstanding speak- E. Potter, coordinator of the new
stains on the broken glass "Colonel Effingham's Raid", "The Billy Wylie, D. B. Osborne and night in connection with
side School.
er and will, in his address, re- U. K. athletic program, will
Ruinsey Taylor. A quartet was vance of the 38th anniversary ville Presbyterian Church Monthe postoffioe window, the
Pallbearers were the sons and
"They Were composed
were Mesdames Frank
view past activities ,of the or- meet with alumni and former
ir confessed to a series of Lost Week-end",
of Mrs. Frank G. of the Boy Scout movement. day
Expendable", "Road To Utopia" Wood, Mrs. G. W. Towery, MISS Larry Hoffius was presented Morgan, Allison Akin, F. T. two grandsons, Charles and Jimganization and outline the 1846 students of the University at the
belie.; which occured here
my
Jones.
Singers
were
Mr.
and
K U. building here at 7:30 eVirginia McCaslin and Rumsey two merit badges and Jerry Linton, William Rice, John
ng the last six weeks. Patton and "The Stork Club".
Mrs. Frank G. Wood, Mrs. G. W. program, as approved by deleclock Tuesday night, Feb. 28, in
Taylor. , By special request of Hoffius and Gene Croft, Den McLin, Chas. Ratliff, Sarah
on parole.
gates
in
State
convention,
in
Towery and Cecil Smith. Mrs.
the interest of forming an acthe dect:sed, Mr. Taylor sang a chiefs, won arm cords for this Myers, L. C. Lisman, Allen
er robberies included Pi Jas. W. McCaslin Heads
January.
activity. Eleven members of Oliver, C. E. Clark, Frank Frank Giannini, Sr., presided at
tive alumni group here which
m the cash register at the
solo, "Golden Bells."
Here Burial was in Cedar Hill Ceme- Troop No. 75, Princeton's Negro Cash, McHenry Tichener, the the organ.
V.F.W.
Of
Post
New
will take part in forwarding the
lea' Service Store; between
House
Approves
State's
meeting
organizational
an
Burial was in Cedar Hill ceraAt
Scout unit, won promotions re- Rev. and Mrs. Donal Wilmoth,
rejuvenation of athletics at U.
and $8 from Williams' Texaco
tery.
Biggest
Budget
Bill
of Veterans of Foreign Wars at
cently from Tenderfoot to Sec- Mr. and Mrs. K. P. Hobgood, etery.
K., it was announced from
tion; an electric razor from
Frankfort — AP— Kentucky's
the courthouse Monday night,
ond Class rank. This troop has Betty Jo Linton and Jo Ann
Lexington this week. Ali—forinceton Livestock Co., and two
biggest
general
fund
budget
bill
James W. McCaslin WRS elected Annual Band Banquet
Hunter
19 members, with James
Pickering.
mer U. K. students living in
Medico-Dental Society
from Butler High School.
In history, calling for a
commander of the new post At Butler Tonight
as Scoutmaster. W. C. Sparks,
Caldwell county are invited to
youths told Chief Jones the
two-year
To
Meet
outlay,
Here
26
Feb.
starting attend.
Other officers chosen were RayThe annual banquet for band Donal Wilmoth, W. L. Mays and
were under a pile of
To
first vice com- members, ki sponsored by the G. M. Pedley attended the Feb- Methodist Men's Club
The
Four-County
Medico- July 1, won approval of the
at Butler Stadium, where mond Brown,
Dental Society, composed of House of Representatives 'Tuesmander; J. W. Quinn, second Band-Pare' Club, will be held ruary meeting of the Three See Sugar Bowl Films
Were immediately found.
Dark Tobacco Sells
The Methodist Men's Club will members residing in Caldwell, day, 73 to 20."
vice commander; Murray Sells, at Butler High School tonight Rivers Council, BSA, at Marion
Gresham said that so far
meet Friday night at 8:30 at Crittenden, Lyon and Trigg counAt $32.96 Average
is no evidence of any- quartermaster; Clauscine Baker, at 630 o'clock. it was announced Tuesday night.
Ogden Memorial Methodist tie5, will meet here Tuesday Observance Of World Day
Hollo- by K. V. Bryant, director. Rev
Dark tired tobacco sold
having been stolen at the legal advisor and Harold
Church for its regular monthly night, Feb. 28. The program will Of Prayer Scheduled Here $32.06 average a hundredwe
On Carrier
thee, where Is was believed well. chaplain. Approximately J. Lester McGee will give a talk
include addresses, "Proposed
Observance of Union World at Hopkinsville Tuesday, with
youths thought they would 200 former service men attend- An "B-Natural, C. Sharp." Mr. I Rake' D. Manley, seaman, first dinner meeting.
able to open cash drawers ed of whom 100 became mem- Bryant also announced the Band class, USNR, Fredonia, Route 4, The program will feature a Federal and State Medical Lein- Day of Prayer will be held In movement of 113,808 pounds
obtain money. Federal 0th - bers, it was announced. The next Parents Club will entertain band has served aboard the *craft Reelfoot Lake Crappie Fish Din- lation," by Dr. C. C. Howard, the Central Presbyterian Church receipts amounting to $37,611?
meeting is scheduled to be held members with a pot-luck dbuter carrier, USS Belleau Wood, dur- ner, with moving pictures of Glasgow, and "Community Hos- Friday afternoon. March 8, at 3 92. The Burley sale totaled
from Paducah
inVeltillidlid
pital," by Dr. G. L Simpson, o'clock, it was announced Wed- 148 pounds at $25.1$ a
break-in fiatUrday sad are Monday night at the courthouee neat Thursday night, at Buller ing part of her 14 months' war Sugar Bevel Football games.
nesday.
The club has 185 members. Greenville.
and 975,938.03 receipts.
cruise in the Paelbs.
School, at 6:80 o'clock.
erring
at 720 o'clock.
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Hunters Seek To Promote
Restoration Of Kentucky's Forests
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Sometimes the mental processes of some of our good rural
the rural road people can do, is to toil folk amaze me. They seem to
(Bardstown Standard, January 3, 1946)
whistle think newspapers can pay all
Progress is retarded in Kentucky by its from daylight to dark, eat, sleep,
good the price increases which have
These
bad roads. The "mired wheel" in this and sing and look at the sun.
come in the last 75 years . ..
little jollying and still sell for $1 a year in
State is its big mileage of impassible high- and patient folks do get a
yes, Caldwell county ... because,
ways. The State has about fifty-six thous- and attention about election times;
performance. for many years, they did so.
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They forget they are receiving,
The rural people are growing weary of this year, more than $30 a hunmilage one-half is still earth or mud surcounty dred pounds for Dark tobacco,
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and business is remarkable . . .
Kentucky has undeveloped resources, and other gravel roads in Tennessee
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better
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d
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three quarters of a century
roads. It is far from being a rich state, legislation is to prevent the building of charging
the same old prices for
profunds,
These are only a few things your Farm Bureau is continually striving to bring
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rural
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roads
state
provide
help
having no large cities to
subscriptions, advertising space
of
adequate funds for road building and viding, however, that the fiscal body
and job printing; but, if your
farm families.
carrying on the necessary activities of a any county may modify the provision of community newspaper is to surprogressive state. Of necessity its county the proposed law to suit local conditions vive in these days and times, it
must charge a little more than
road improvements have to be made at by a majority vote of its members.
during the War Between ths
dollars
million
of
five
ation
An
appropri
moderate cost and improved as rapidly as
States; and the very slight infunds are available. Otherwise Kentucky of state funds will be sought for the im- creases which must come will
will be stuck in the mud and at the tail provement of the rural roads. One-half still leave the paper about the
bargain you can buy
end one hundred years hence. First give the appropriation is intended for mainten- .biggest
.. if it is any good at all.
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present
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get
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our home people
* * *
them out of the mud and town and city other half for construction of new roads,
Friends of the Rev. and Mrs.
trade and also road funds will grow by but these proportions may be changed E. E. Diggs will be glad to know
by the fiscal body of any county to fit they are getting along fine at
leaps and bounds.
El Paso, Texas. Recently, they
• The state road system has constructed local conditions. The measure is so draft- visited their daughter, Lula
supernt
and
to
sufficie
ed
as
safe
provide
has
on a moderate cost basis, and now it
Wade, at Decatur, Ala., following
a major operation the latter
ample funds to straighten, widen and vision of all rural road improvements.
had, and "played nurse and
strengthen its heavier traveled roads for
The first amendment to the Constitu- orderly" for a while. Mr. Diggs
future travel. For the lack of funds the
supplied the pulpit of the Westfar greater system of county roads must tion guarantees freedom of speech, reli- minister Presbyterian Church,
in
United
States.
the
press
the
and
gion
be improved in the same way, or else KenDecatur, three weeks while
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Attention Farm Families!

Per
Ell

Are You Interested In . .

Rural Roads?
Rural Electrification?
Rural Telephone Improvement?
Rural Schools?
Hospitalization Insurance?
A Sound Farm Program?

Roads Retard State Progress

I. ;f
I

Why Not Learn More About Your Farm Bureau?

ATTEND ANNUAL MEETING

Saturday, Feb. 23, 1:00 o'clock
in Courthouse

tucky must remain in the background for
ages to come. A great part of the rural
people are denied rural mail routes, school
bus routes, and many other privileges
that good roads provide. Back there in
the mud in wet times about all most of

The use of helium instead of air in
tires of a big plane reduces the plane's
-weight by about 100 pounds.
t
in
The stronges living thing proportion
to its size is the beetle. A man proportionately strong could lift 70 tons.
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The Republicans really are
retailing an extremity, nationally, it would seem . . . for this
week, Dr. W. L. Cash, county
Democratic chairman, got an
Herbert
urgent appeal from
Brownell, national OOP chairman, for "a small donation of $2
to $10, to help the Cathie."
*
* `*
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J. E. STANFORD, Executive Secretary, Kentucky Farm Bureau,
will Speak.
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By J. F. Graham
e of Protein Supplements
W. P. Garrigus, Head of
partment of Animal Hus, College of Agriculture
ome Economics made the
g statement relative to
sent supply of protein

MURRAY HOUSING VETERANS IN THESE
Murray, Feb. 19 — To provide
homes for veterans and their
families while attending classes
at Murray State College, President Ralph H. Woods has obtained 33 portable units from
Charlestown, Ind., and has located them on the campus here.
The college expects to get at
least 17 more of these new
homes from the Federal Public
Housing Authority.
Pictured standing in front of
one of the units on the campus
are, left to right: Mrs. Ted Coil,
Bardwell; R. E. Broach, business manager of the college;
and Ted Coil, Bardwell, one of
the veterans of World War II
now attending Murray State.
Pictured in other views are
several of the homes as they ap-

ents.
er before in the history
country have protein supts been as scarce when
ed to the amount needed
are today.
s shortage is due to the
numbers of livestock and
being fed at the present
d to the fact that imports
e feeds hive been greatly
sed during the war period.
• shortage is also due to
tremely short cotton crop
ear which would of course
the amount of cottonseed
produced.
•t weather slowed down
ction and harvesting of
ans and some are still in
ield. On the other hand,
was one of the largest
ges of hays produced in
untry, Kentucky especially,
as occured in recent years.
ly amount of these roughwere legume hays which
h protein of good quality
'ally for ruminants.
the present time, protein
ements are so scarce dealre allowed only a month's
y of these feeds and an inal cannot have over a ton
nd at any one time. Taking
thing into consideration,
rmer must make these speinds of feeds go as far as
le in the feeding of his
ock. Then, too, he must not
hoosy" in the kind of supent desired — especially in
eding of beef cattle, as soymeal. cottonseed meal, peaii meal and linseed oil meal
f about equal value. There
o reason, except possible
, why one of the high prodairy feNis should not be
as a protein feed for beef

pear on the campus. Most of the
houses are located between the
home economics practice house
and the John Carr Health Building.

News From The Past

News representing lives, hopes, dreams and ambitions of those
who made up the populace of Princeton and Caldwell county almost
40 years ago recorded nowhere but in the yellowed files of TwiceA-Week Leader of those years will be published as a regular Leader
feature. The articles are reproduced just as the Princeton reporters,
lhortly after the turn of the century, wrote them.
Princeton„ Ky. May 11, 1923. Louisville last week as the guest
Mr. Frank Hughes, of Idaho of Mrs. E. H. Richards and atFalls, Idaho, enroute from a tended the Billy Sunday revisit with his father-in-law, Mr. vival.
L. B. Allison, at Nashville, is
spending a few days in the city. ,1 Princeton, Ky. May 11, 1923.
He reports Mr. Allison, who has Prof. A. M. Calvert closed a
been in very poor health, to be very successful term of school
slowly improving. Frank's many at DeWitt Tuesday. It was his
Princeton friends are delighted second term since last fall, the
to see him.
other term being at Dulaney.
Princeton, Ky. May 11, 1923.
Mr. and Mrs. F. G. Wood, Mr.
and Mrs. Duke Pettit, and Mrs.
R. M. Pool will chaperone a
party of young • people from
Princeton to the Espie Recital
at the Government Sanitorium,
Dawson Springs, Tuesday evening.

THE GARDEN

Cisterns Recommended
For Home Water Supply

Hancock 4-H'ers
Market Tobacco

Farmers Plan For
Better Use Of Land

Many farmers planning comProducing the same amount of
plete water installations with row crops on 60 percent of the
bathroom will need additional acres now under cultivation is
sources of water supply, note the major aim proposed by the
agricultural engineers at the Carlisle county postwar planKentucky College of Agriculture ning committee, according to
and Home/ Economics. The con- Farm Agent John B. Watts. By
struction of large cisterns is re- wing better seed and commercommended.
practicing
cial fertilizer, and
A five-bent tobacco barn, 40 contour cultivation and careful
horse manure, with no more
than half litter. This is not al- by 60 feet, if properly guttered use of land, farmers will be
with down spouts, able to reduce the costs of laways easy to get, but droppings- and provided
will collect enough water every bor, machinery and seed, it was
board poultry manure and tree three months to fill a cistern
pointed out. At the same time,
leaves, one part to three, does 12 feet in diameter and 12 feet land will be improved and inquite as well. Filling should be deep, or 10 feet across and 14 come Increased
done by layers, each wetted and feet deep, according to the spetramped until "squashy," leav- cialists. Such a cistern, used in
The Japanese were almost
ng four inches to be filled to connection with a complete wholly an agricultural and fishround level with loamy soil. plumbing system, would be ade- ing people before 1860.
Then the cover should be quate to supply 125 gallons of
laced, and after 48 hours or water per day for a family of for building cisterns may be secured from offices of county
o, when the bed temperature five.
Circular No. 319, Electrically agents or from the Kentucky
dropped to 80 degrees,
as
with a thermometer, Operated Water Systems for College of Agriculture and Home
hacked
Farms, and blueprinted plans Economics, Lexington.
reed may be sowed.

Twenty-eight Hancock county
By John S. Gardner, Kentucky
4-H
club members sold 17,190
and
Agriculture
of
College
pounds of burley tobacco for
Horne Economia;
$6,375 in the 4-H club tobacco
sale held in Owensboro in Jan"Cool Crops" Hotbeds
The large majority of garden- uary. Each club member sold
ers succeed well in producing an average of 813 pounds at
cabbage from "frostproof slips," about 37 cents per pound.

Princeton, Ky. May 11, 1923.
Mr.•and Mrs. Medley Goodwin,
of Greenville, Miss., arrived today for a visit with his mother,
Mrs. G. P. Goodwin.

Princeton, Ky. May 15, 1923.
Miss Nell Espie, of Louisville,
who will appear in recital at the
Savoy Theatre this evening, unPrinceton, Ky. May 11, 1923. der the auskrices of the Book
ny hog raisers who do not
rye or barley for early Mrs. Ida Brelsford and son, Lover's Club for the benefit of
'ng may relieve their pro- William, spent several days in the Library, is a guest in the
shortage situation some by
ting oats and rape early.
may be planted as a mixThey should be planted on
land, well fertilized. The
ing of two and a half bu. of
and 6 to 8 pounds of rape
acre is none too much for
y hog pasture. March is the
erred month of seeding.

but there are those whose gardens are infected with Yellows
("wilt") who fail regularly, or
do poorly. Their own recourse
is using yellows-resistant varieties, as Wisconsin All Seasons,
or the several others found in
seed catalogues. Cabbage plant
growers do not regularly handle
these special sorts. Many gardeners would like to add cauliflower and broccoli to their list
of vegetables, but not many
plant growers grow "slips" of
them. The answers in both instances is growing one's own
plants in a hotbed. The varieties are Snowball and Calabrian,
respectively. Right now is the
time to make the hotbed.
Constructing a hotbed is not
the tag undertaking that some
People think. While regula* hotbed sash, 3 by 6 feet, is desirable to use, a bed of that size
would grow 2,000 to 3,000 plants,
enough for 10 gardens. If no
more than 60 plants are needed,
the bed may be no larger than
12 by 24 inch,ts, covered with
a pane of greenhouse glass. Or,
a discarded window sash, 30 by
30 inches, would cover a bed of
over 200-plant capacity. The
frame for either bed could be
It should be 10
home of Miss Marion Waggener, made of scraps.
tipped to the
and
high
inches
on Seminary street.
southeast to get the most winter
sun.
Princeton, Ky. May 15, 1923.
The pit should be dug to fit
Louisof
Smith,
Miss Clara Mai
covering, but being so small,
the
ville, is at home on a visit to
even corrugated cardboard will
her parents, Mr. and Mrs. C. L.
do. The pit's depth should be
Smith.
the heating material is fresh
20 inches. For a "regular" bed,
Princeton, Ky. May 11, 1923.
Drs. R. W. Ogilvie and I. Z.
Barber attended the Health Exposition at Louisville last week,
but have not said whether or
not they heard Billy Sunday.

Wm. M. YOUNG

Sauerkraut makes an especially good accompaniment with
many types of food. It furnishes
texture and flavor contrast to
the Meal. It is especially good
with pork, particularly, chops,
Spareribs or sausage. Frankfur
ters and kraut are inseparable.

Allis-Chalmers
Dealer
Fredonia, Ky.

KEEP A DATE WITH SPRING
Tit fact on? MDR crepe-dresses will be keeping dates for—Ion a.
spring and summer. They're versatile, wearable and definitely.
,flattering in bright new _colors that remind you of fresh-cut

Free Mosquito Bites
payers Get Break
eymouth, Mass.—(IP)—Moso bites will be on the house
summer. The Massachusetts
lamation Board has notified
•mouth selectmen that hese the town has piled up
.19 excess for mosquito con
there will be no 1946 assess
t.
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The Formal Opening ot

iummer bouquets. One-piece and two-piece 'tailored and afteripoon styles in printh_solidsolors_aud_combivations.:

geo7n8.,
A
oid

5.90

McGough Paint

C. A. Woodall
Insurance Agency
Established
1907

"Not For A Day, But

Wall Paper Store
III W.Court Square

For All Time."

We Stay and Pay
hen you buy insurto bring

nce from this Agency,

Saturday, March 2

ou are bringing securhome.

au.?

•ck

When we extend a cordial invitation to the public of
this trade area to visit u4 and become acquainted with
the character of the Products and Service we will
offer.
Patterson-Sergeant's Paints, Varnishes and Enamels
-- Imperial Washable Wallpaper.
I' •

LOANS
loscoorgo

Tama

Bureau,

ersial

MOOG!! PAINT& WALL PAPER STORE
THE COMPLETE PAINT STORE

$2.00 $2.20 $2.70
$2.90 and $2.98

VERSATILE, dashing and new as this
minute. Styles so lovely they'll stay
out till the stars fade... so feminine
they'll take his breath away . .. so
tailored they'll make you feel like
an executive. Blouses and dickies
tSat will sing the praises of your new
spring suit.
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Deaths-Funerals
Lindsey Glover
Funeral services for Lindsey
Glover, 56, who died at a Hopkinsvllle Hospital Tuesday, were
held in Cadiz Wednesday afternoon, with the Rev. Z. Lester
McGee, offilating.
Survivors are his widow; two
daughters, Mrs. Ed Beckner,
Princeton; Mrs. Merle Richardson, Minden, La.; and a son,
James, U. S. Army, Philippines.
Burial was in the Cadiz Cemetery.

Gregory Appoints
John Mahan

(Continued from Page One)
as the Civil Service Commission
establishes such registers independent of the views or wishes
of the Post Office Department
or the Senator or Representative. I further outlined to you
the fact that the right of selection accorded Members of Congress is not a matter of law, but
a courtesy extended by the Post
Office Department, and that if
I did not act within a reasonable time, the Department could
Edward Dorr
and would proceed in a selecEdward Dorr, 70, died at his
tion from the eligible register.
home on Franklin street SaturOn Monday, February 11th, I
day after a long illness. Funeral
received a letter from the Post
services were held at Morgan's
Ciffice Department telling me
Funeral Home Monday afterthat inasmuch as the register
noon at 2 o'clock, with the Rev.
been in existence more than
G. Donal Wilmoth, officiating. had
they would proceed
month,
a
He was widely known as an eximmediately with a selection unpert cabinet maker.
Mr. Dorr is surVived by his less I immediately made a rewidow; a step-son, Thomas Tow- commendation. I am enclosing a
cry; and a step-daughter, Mrs. copy of their letter to me. In
Charles Whitener, and a brother, the light of their ultimatum I
felt that I should act immediateJohn, E. Main street.
Burial was in Cedar Hill ly or lose the privilege of selection.
Cemetery.
The responsibility of choice
between worthy individuals is
Card Of Thanks
difficult. I gave careful and
To all friends and neighbors
thoughtful consideration to all
i'*ho did deeds of kindness and
angles of the matter. I have reexpressed thoughts of sympathy
many letters and personduring the recent illness and ceived
approaches with reference to
death of our dear mother and al
daughter, Mrs. Elmer Ladd, we this established list, and a great
wish to express our sincere many more people have writthanks and appreciation. We ten me and have contacted me
also thank all those who sent in behalf of John S. Mahan than
flowers and the Rev. H. G. M. in behalf of any other eligible.
Haller for his very great effort If you so desire I can give you
In offering comfort to us in our the exact number of letters received in behalf of each eligible.
hour of bereavement.
Mr. Mahan made the highest
Her Children,
Itp grade in the examination. In an
Father and Mother.

TIRES
TIRES
New

Also third grade 600 x 16 and 650 x 16 tires
and Ford and Chev. 16-in. wheels. We carry
a full line of re-liners, boots and tubes. Can
vulcanize and repair old tires and tubes.

Guaranteed
18 FULL MONTHS
at these Low Prices
when available

You can't take chances at
these Prices —
$2.37
Chev. 37-39
$2.95
Chev. 40-42
$1.98
Ford 35-38
Ford 39-42
82.65
ALL NEW

Plus Tax

Safe!
WIZARD
MUFFLERS
Spark Plug Wire Sets
Only 58¢ up

May Be Several Weeks
Before Stores Have
New Product
Washington, V1,—The Agriculture Department announced Friday the government's wheat conservation order requiring millers
to produce "dark" flour will become effective March 1.
The order is one of the wheat
saving measures, announced by
President Truman last week to
cut consumption of the grain at
home so that shipments abroad
can be increased. The order prohibits millers Irons producing any
flour on and after March I that
consists of less than 80 percent,
by weight, of cleaned wheat from
which the flour is produced.
Present white flour consist of
about 72 percent of the weight.
Ft applies to all types of wheat,
including that used for making
ANDERSON SAMPLES NEW macaroni, spaghetti, noodles, cerDARK BREAD — Secretary of eals and similar products. MakAgriculture Clinton P. Ander- ers of these products had asked
son samples specimens of the exemption for their type of flour.
new dark bread the nation
While mills must start making
soon will be eating when the flour March 1, it may be
country shares wheat supply several weeks later before it and
with the hungry abroad. Bread darker bread and bakery prowas baked at agriculture de- ducts begin appearing in bakpartment's experimental farm eries and stores.
from flour milled there to
conform with 80 percent extraction rate. Samples are in
saucers (front). (AP Wirephoto)
appointment of this character
I feel it to be my duty to recommend a public servant who
is well qualified. The examination has disclosed his qualifications. I feel that it is my duty
to give to the people of any
community the servant who
meets with the approval of the
greatest number of people from
all walks of life. The many letters received indicated to me
that he was the choice of the
great majority of those who expressed interest. On February
13th I recommended Mr. Mahan
to the Department. From my
own knowledge of Mr. Mahan
and from what many prominent
citizens of Princeton have said
about him, I am sure he will
make a good public servant.
In view of the fact that your
conditional withdrawal was published in the local papers, I am
sure you will not ob;ect to the
publication of this letter in order that all patrons of the office
may be fully advised. I am
therefore sending copies of this
letter to the papers that they
may use as they see fit.
With kindest regards, I am
Sincerely yours,
Noble J. Gregory
February 8, 1946
Hon. Noble J. Gregory
House of Representatives
Washington, D. C.
Dear Mr. Gregory:
Reference is made to the postmastership at Princeton, Kentucky.
The postmaster at Princeton,
Mr. Presley J. Blackburn, tendered his resignation on July
10, 1943. Since that time two
examinations have been conducted by the Civil Service Commission for the purpose of establishing an eligible register
from which a permanent appointment can be made. The
eligible register established as
a result of the last examination
contained three names and this
information was furnished to
yoti under date of January 7,
1946. In the letter to you it was
stated that prompt action must
be taken in filling this position.
This matter has been in an
unsatisfactory temporary status
for more than two years and
we have now had the eligible
register established by the Civil
—

Caldwell Service
Men Discharged

S-Sgt. and Mrs. William L.
will arrive this week
Hodge
from Santa Barbara, Calif.,
where he has been stationed in
the USMC. He has recently been
discharged and they will make
their home here. Sergeant Hodge
is a son of Mr. and Mrs. J. D.
Hodge, S. Jefferson street.
• • •
Robert Moran, GM2c, Fredonia, Route 4, has been discharged from the naval service at great Lakes, Ill.
• • •
Plc Louise E. Grace, McNary
street, was one of the enlisted
personnel given a discharge
from the Army at Ft. Knox
Monday.

(Continued from Page One)
After the committee-at-large,
composed of representative citizens from the various committees
of Caldwell county, had discussed
the five plans it was moved and
seconded f"The committee report to the Caldwell County
Board of Education that it recommends a consolidated high
school be built in or near the
city limits of Princeton of such
size as to take care of the present needs or any future needs
of the Caldwell County School
District insofar as it is possible
to do so." Upon a roll call vote,
24 members of the committee
voted for the motion, there were
no votes against it and three
members did not vote.
The Caldwell County Board of
Education is making plans for
immediate construction of a
county high school building as
recommended, County Superintendent E. F. Blackburn stated.
Committees have been appointed
to take care of preliminaries
and plans have been drawn this
week for the building, with
Jones and Oberworth, of Madisonville, as architects.
A number of sites for the
building have been considered,
Mr. Blackburn said, but final
decision on the location and
plans for the building will be
made by the State Department
of Education, in accordance with
the law.
The day upon which Easter
should fall was decided in the
year 325 at the Council of the
Christian Churches at Nicea.
This year's rice crop in the
Philippines is only 60 percent
of normal.

Army Specialized Training
Ends At University Of Ky.
With 5,713 soldiers and reservists and 4,100 civilians trained
at the University of Kentucky
during the war years, all war
training programs came to a
close at the University of Kentucky during January. Those
programs included the Engineering, Science and Management
War Training Program; the Engineering Specialists School, the
Army Specialized Training Program and special correspondence
courses.
The porcupine is equipped,
even before birth, with quills
half an inch long.

Danger lurks in leaky
mufflers. Get a guaranteed Wizard, equipment
quality and fit!

Only $1.65 Exch.

Western Auto
Associate Store
Home-Owned and Operated by

It's the
Action-Musical
of the Year!
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DAWSON'S DRUG STORE

STOP TERMITE DAMAGE
our out of five omes are
infested with termites. Fifty
million dollars annual damage
is being done by these tiny
wood-eating insects. Find out
today if your home is infested.
Call for a TERMINIX free inspection. There is no obligation.
PRINCETON LUMBER CO.
Phone 260
Authorized Representative of
Ohio Valley Terminlx Corporation

INSPECTIONS_FREE

KEN CURTIS • CHERYL WALKER ‘.
RAYMOND HATTON

—
• Bi-Products mole
5., Ky

Phone

Princeton, Ky.

SERVICE CABS

GUINN WILLIAMS

THE HOOSIER HOTSHOTS
BOB WILLS TEXAS PLAYBOYS
THREE STOOGES COMEDY
NO. 8- SERIAL
COLOR CARTOON

SUN.& MON.,FEB. 24 - 25 —

3 Cars on Duty DAY and NITE

11111110'8 RIMIEST MIT 11110111
mvp ea tie
mArd Asada

Headquarters opposite R. R. Depot

HOLLYWOOD'S TOP STARS AS GUESTS!

in Princeton Hotel
Courteous Treatment and Efficient Service Guaranteed

PHONE 338-J
R. (Dick) MORSE, Supervisor

Livestock Market

Service Commission since January 4.
It is necessary that prompt
action be taken in making a
selection from this register and
it is, therefore, requested that
you reply to our letter of January 7 immediately. Unless we
hear from you promptly, it will
be necessary for the Department
to make a selection and proceed
with this appointment
Sincerely yours,
M. Donaldson,
First Assistant Postmaster
General

Rip-Roarin'Fun!

STOMACH ULCERS
DUE TO EXCESS ACID

Cadiz Road

Cattle were strong to 25 cents
higher on all classes Monday on
the Princeton Livestock Market,
it was reported by Brad Lacey,
manager. Total sold was 910
head. Baby beeves topped at
$16; No. I veals, $17; and hogs,
$14.45. All fat hogs, 145 pounds
and up, sold at ceiling prices.

TONIT

FRI. & SAT., FEB. 22- 23 —

QIIICKIRELJEF FROM

Sgt. Claude A. Akin Is
Returning To US Soon
Sgt. Claude A. Akin, 25, son
of Mrs. C. 0. Akin, Washington
Street, recently passed through
the 25th Replacement Depot on
Okinawa for processing prior to
returning to the United States.
Sergeant Akin entered the
Army July 28, 1942 at Evansville, Ind., and departed for overseas February 15, 1945.
Before entering the service
Sergeant Akin attended Murray
State College, Murray, and the
University of

Minh
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Symptom el Metress Arising kens

We go any where at any time.
Open For Service Year Round

Dawson Springs Bath House
Phone 3041

MUNN and POPLAR STS.

Mineral Water Baths— First Class Attendants
Tubs— Steam Cabineta— Hot Room and Sits Rath
Sweedish Massages

H. E. ROBINETT, Prop.

oda
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One of the most delightful and
heart-warming short features ever
made. We are proud to present

Everybody reads The Leader!

neu

"FALA AT HYDE PARK"
In Beautiful Technicolor
Visit this station for your gasoline and oil for tractors

$13.95
$12.80
$11.65
$10.45

6.00 x 16
5.50 x 17
5.25 x 18
4.75* 19

To Start Making County Board
Dark Flour Mar. 1 Plans High School

A Record
Of Farm
Income
And
Expense
For
Income Tax
Returns

and other farm uses.

Ethyl Gas
White Gas
Kerosene
Pennzoil

18.6¢ gal.
2¢
/
161
9¢ per gal.
100% pure oil

TUES. & WED.
FEB. 26 - 27
I CI I Fl Clii'

Zustyl
lirawlimbq
Errol FLYN
Alexis SMITH

sax
ANTONIO
.111MINICIPLIPIt
IN

For farmers who need a simple method of keeping -record*
for income Tax returns. Clear detailed directions show where
figures for income and expenses ore to be entered. Each
section Is numbered to correspond to the numbered sections
of Government ScSedule, Form 1040F.

Stock No.S-5032. Price .,.ti, $1.00

We will give you 1¢ off if you buy 50 gal.
or more gasoline.
A good grade el motor oil to farmers at 50c per gal.

tAKE P1.1100
Ftkirtni"
Si.

S..
L iiir,AU
VERA 111111114 RALSTON
DANE PKLETTE
VERA YAW

when you purchase 5 gal. or more.
MAIL ORDERS FILLED PROMPTLY

RNETTE'

Added!
3 STOOGES COMEDY
MERRIF MELODY CARTOON

"has!
DONALD DUCK CARTOON
LATEST WORLD NEWS

COMINGI THE "HUBBA, HUBBA" SHOW
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We can .also take your tires and have them recapped

suit.

99

Women's Page

Phone 50
• • • •
Dorothy Ann Davis

OGDEN MEMORIAL
METHODIST CHURCH
J. Lester McGee, minister
Sunday School 9:45 a.m.
Harry Long, supt.
Worship 10:55 a.m.
Layman's Day address by Dr.
C. H. Jaggers, Sr., of Bowling
Green, Ky.
Youth "snack" and Fellowship
Hour beginning at 5:50 p.m.
Showing of two all-sound moving
pictures.
Worship 7:00 p.m. Sermon
Subject: "Where Do You ,Belong?"

s. R. E. Young, mother o
ride, was matron of honor
Preston Chambers, of Kut
was best .nan.
e bride wore a beige dress
THE CENTRAL
r suit with brown acces
PRESBYTERIAN CHURCH
. Her corsage was white
Donal Wilmoth, minister
'ds. Mrs. Young wore
Sunday, February 24, 1948
green dressmaker suit wi
accessories and a corsag
'Sunday School 9:45 a.m.
rose buds.
Morning Worship 10:45 a.m.
Topic: "Justification by Faith"
. Smith was attendin
Evening Worship 7:00 p.m.
1 in Bowling Green at th
Topic: "Prayer"
of her marriage. Mr. Smith,
an of Mr. and Mrs. J. GarSmith, of Woodburn, w
CRIDER CUMBERLAND
WAITING FOR 01 HUSBANDS —Two British wives who arPRESBYTERIAN CHURCH
tly discharged from serrived
on the Queen Mary wait at Red Cross headquarters in
Kermit E. Neal, pastor
after serving three years
New York, for their husbands who were unavoidably detained.
Church Cchool at 10:00 a.m.
the Marine Corps.
They are Mrs. Doreen Smith (left), wife of Sgt. Ralph Smith
Preaching services at 11:00, by
. and Mrs. Smith left imately after the ceremony of Escondido, Cal., and Mrs. Mary L Sons, wife of Pvt. Vance tha pastor.
brief honeymoon. For the D. W. Sons of Cowan, Tenn., with her two children, Roy (standChristian Endeavor at 6:15 p.m.
Preaching services at 7:00 p.m.
nt, they will make their ing) and daughter Rose Marie. (AP Wirephoto)
with his parents at Woodby the pastor.

. Lillie F. Murphy spent
al days last week with rel• in Jackson, Tenn.
• • •
. and Mrs. S. J. Lowry
visitors in Hopkinsville
ay.

Corwin Cash President
Of B. and P. W. Club

A banquet was held Friday
night at the First Christian
Church by the Business and
Professional Women's Club with
the following members and
guests attending: Carwin Cash,
Mary Wilson Eldred, Ruth Lytle,
Lois Pettit, Virginia Morgan,
Virginia Gray, Mary
Busch Cummins, Lillian Pruett,
Atha Stallins, Nancy S. Beck,
Leona Trader, Mary Belle Simpson, Adelaide Ratliff, Elizabeth
Rogers, Mrs. George Eldred,
Mrs. Jewell Creasey, Mrs. J. J.
Rosenthal and Mrs. Clifton
Wood.
Others attending were 9 members of the B & PW Club, of
Paducah, including Mrs. Louis
Igert, second vice-president of
Kentucky Federation of Business and Professional Women's
Clubs and Mrs. Ethel Rice, president of the Paducah B and PW
Club. Four members of the Mayfield Club were present, including Miss Rubye WhIleitte,r1*PrE•31dent of tie Kentucky Federation of Business and Professional
Women's Clubs.
In the absence of Mrs. Anna
M. Nesmith, elected first president of the Princeton Business
and Professional Woman's Club,
who is now residing in another
state, Miss Carwin Cash was installed as president of the local
Club. Other officers are: vicepresident, Mrs. Nancy S. Beck;
secretary, Virginia Morgan; and
treasurer, Busch Cummins. The
officers were installed by Mrs.
Rice of Paducah. Other features
of the program included an address by Miss Ruby Wheatley,
"'The Federation," presentation
of the charter by Miss Wheatley
and acceptance by Miss Cash,
and vocal selections by Mrs.
George Eldred.

Mrs. Dudley Smith
Entertains At Bridge

cc yourself beautiy suited in the simple
.rtness of this Betty
,e suit. There's artisin the handling of the
e detail... the little
ket effect lends inest and gaiety to the
ket
other coats
. suits.

la & Eliza Nall

Airs. Dudley Smith entertained
members of her bridge club at
her home on Washington street
Thursday night, Feb. 14.
Members present were Mesdames Gordon Lisanby, Al
Thomas Page and Everett Cherry;
and Misses Hattie Louise Cash
and Dixie Lois Jacob. Visitors
were Mrs. Randolph Hutchinson
and Mize Mabel Ruth Nichols.
First prize was won by Mrs.
Gordon Lisanby and secon
prize by Miss Dixie Lois Jacob
The hostess served refresh
mento of frozen fruit salad
sandwiches and soft drinks.

The Leader
Congratulates

FIRST BAPTIST CHURCH
H. G. M. Hatler, Pastor
Rev. and Mrs. Tom Under 9:45 a.m. Sunday School
wood, New Haven, Conn., o 11:50 a.m. Miming Service
the birth of a son, Feb. 14, a 6:45 p.m. Training Union
7:30 Evening Worship
New Haven Hospital. He has bee
named Tom, Jr. Rev. Mr. Underwood, who is a student at Yale FIRST CHRISTIAN CHURCH
Chas. P. Brooks, Pastor
University, is a son of Mr. an
Mrs. Kimball Underwood, Padu- 9:45 Bible School
cah, and a former resident here. 11:00 Morning Worship
•
•
7:00 Evening Worship
Mr. and Mrs. Ray Green, Fredonia, on the birth of a daugh PREACHING AT LAMASCO
Rev. J. T. Cunningham will
ter, Brenda Carol, February 9
preach at Lamasco Saturday
Mr. and Mrs. Samuel Luthe
night and Sunday morning at
Cotton, Route 3, on the birth o
11. o'clock.
a daughter, Jo Ann, February
8.

Presbyterians Have
Valentine Party
Thirty young people of th
Central Presbyterian Church at
tended a Valentine Party an
dinner at the home of Mrs
S
Smith, Eddyville Road
Friday night, Feb. 14, sponsor
by the Wood Circle.
George Eldred was master o
ceremonies and made sugges
tions to the group after whic
he asked the Rev. Donal Wil
moth and the young people for
a round table discussion, result
ing in plans formulating for th
group to meet once a month.
Games were played and Mrs.
George Eldred led group singing
Mr. and Mrs. Carl Spar
will be hostesses for the Marc
meeting at their home on Eddyvine Road.
Mrs. W. E. Davis, Paducah
spent last Thursday with rela
tives here.
•

In Appreciation
We wish to thank all oil
friends and neighbors for their
many acts of* kindness dur
the illness and recent death o
our loved one, Nora Calvert. We
wish also to thank the Rev. J
Lester McGee, Dr. Frank Gian
nini, the Morgans, and each an
everyone for the lovely flora
offerings. May God bless eac
of you is our prayer.
Mrs. Lena Johnson and
the Choate Family,
It

i

iDr. and Mrs. C. F. Engelhard
have returned from severs
weeks' vacation in Corpus Christi, Tex.
• • •
Mrs. Bedford McChesney an
son, Don, left Saturday nigh
for their home in Brookhaven
Miss. after several days' vial
with Mr. and Mrs. Charles Curry
Eagle street, and other relatives

SPARKLE
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Mrs. Berdie Moore and daughter,
Mrs. James McKenzie,
Pheonix, Ariz., who is visiting
here, spent Friday night and
turday in Louisville.
• • •
Mr. and Mrs. Gus Deen are on
vacation in Miami Beach, Fla.
• • •
.1Mr. and Mrs. W. C. Sparks
spent Friday and Saturday in
Lotiisville.
• • •
Mrs. R. B. Ratliff, Lexington,
is the guest of Miss Mary Wilson
Eldred, W. Main street
• • •
Mr. and Mrs. James H. Dunford, Petersburg, Va.,, are the

By Charlotte Adams
For children, half the fun of
the party is decorations, especially if the plans are simple
enough so that they can make
the decorations themselves.
A supper party on Washington's birthday will be lots of
fun if you let the young host
or hostess concoct place-cards
which look like little colonial
soldier's heads and a drum cf
the vintage of 1778 to hold the
sandwiches. Colored paper is
needed, of course, to make round
bases for the place-soldiers to
stand upon. On each round appears the initials of one of the
guests—personalized and attractive. The soldier heads can easily
be made of small oranges, with
features of colored paper pasted
on. White absorbent cotton is
perfect for a colonial soldier's
TRANSFUSIONS — Little
wig, and his tricorn-hat is of
nineteen-week-old George
black paper. For the drum, take
Flanunan, of Pittsburgh, Pa.,
any bowl in the house which is
who has had nineteen blood
of appropriate shape, and use
transfusions to combat a blood
cardboard and paper to cover it
deficiency, sits on the lap of
into semblance of a drum.
his nine-year-old sister Nancy.
Next in importance, or more
Wirephoto)
(AP
probably sharing the honors,
guests of Mr. and Mrs. James comes the food. Here's a simple
meal which, supplemented by
W. McCaslin, W. Main street
• • •
milk (chocolate milk is usually
Mr. and Mrs. John Mahan and the favorite) and a handsome
little daughter, Betty, returned dessert of ice cream and cherry
Saturday from Blytheville, Ark., sauce and home-made cake, will
where they spent several days satisfy the young very well.
with his mother, Mrs. T. J.
Drummer Sandwiches
Mahan and other relatives.
9 ounces cream cheese
• • •
3 tablespoons real mayonnaise
Mrs. James McKenzie returned
/
1
4 cup chopped nuts
to her home in Phoenix, Ariz.
18 thin slices wheat bread
Wednesday after two weeks' Cream cheese and mayonnaise
visit with her mother, Mrs. together until fluffy. Add nuts.
Cecil Moore, W. Market street, Remove crusts from bread,
and other relatives.
(Spread bread with mayonnaise,
• • •
butter or margarine, if desired.)
Mr. and Mrs. George Smiley Spread 9 slices of bread with
and little daughter, Pamela, cheese mixture. Top each with
spent Monday with his mother, another slice. Cut each sandMrs. Ethel Smiley, and family, wich in half. Wrap in waxed
Hopkinsville street.
paper until ready to serve.
• • •
1 tablespoon plain gelatin
Mrs. E. B. Lindsay left Wed1/4 cup cold water
nesday
afternoon
for
New
1 cup boiling water
Orleans, La., where she will
2 tablespoons honey
visit friends for about a month.
/
1
4 teaspoon salt
• • •
%cup orange juice
Judge and Mrs. G. G. Harrel5 teaspoons lemon juice
= have returned from a month's
Orange coloring
vacation at Hileah Park, Fla.
1 cup cooked, diced chicken
• • •
•
%cup diced celery
Rumsey Taylor was a business
2 hard-cooked eggs, chopped
visitor in Louisville Tuesday
1/4 cup real mayonnaise
and Wednesday.
114 teaspoon salt
143 teaspoon pepper
Brushing is the best way to
Lettuce
rub soiled places on blouses,
Soak gelatin in cold water 5
underwear and other fabrice
when washing these by hand.
Rubbing often adds to wear, especially if the fabric is rayon.

Engineering student
Blasts TVA As Failure
And An Expensive One

CHLRLS
Mrs. H. M. Stembridge
1107 Madisonville St.
Princeton, Ky.
Tel. 266

minutes. Dissolve in boiling water. Add honey, salt, orange, and
lemon juice. Tint with a bit of
orange food coloring, if deeper
color is desired. Mix well and
pour into an 8-inch square layer
pan. Chill until firm—combine
chicken, celery, eggs, real mayonnaise and seasonings. Cut gelatin
in 6 servings. Arrange on lettuce
Top each serving with a heap
of chicken salad. Serves six.

For a glazed'topping on rolls
and bread, brush the dough with
egg which has been beaten
slightly with water. Two tablespoons of mixture to one egg
gives a desirable mixture.
Aluminum shingles are now
being used on homes and are
said to be rust-proof and fireproof. They can be painted to
blend with the rest of the house.

100% Wool
Ethperial Gabardines

$45.00
Lovely pastel
all wool flannels

$29.95
Gallivant about town
from morning coffee to
midnight in this versatile, stunning suit. Amid
o u r collection of suit
favorites, is your perfect
ensemble.

Hopkinsville

Princeton

JUST RECEIVED
A Large Shipment Of

SWEATERS
Classic sweaters in both Pullover and Cardigan styling. We bring

ROMOTERS

of socialism, as the development and control of
a substitute for democracy, the Tennessee River.
aim much of their propaBottom Land Destroyed
ganda at the younger generation.
O refund to the Government
There is evidence, however, that
the sum expended for naviAmerican young people do a lot
of thinking for themselves. They gation, Murphy finds, TV A
understand the nation has a would have to charge 3 cents a
huge debt to pay off.
If so- ton mils on all freight — about
cialism Is permitted to destroy three times what it costs by
As for flood control, the
or absorb taxpaying businesse , ntiL
where will the government ge permanent inundation of millions
of acres of bottom land and the
Its revenue?
hugeness of the sums expended
A young engineering studen
in proportion to flood damage in
Joseph T. Murphy, set out to ex the valley prior to TVA offer a
plot's the confusing floanc
structure of that great socialis doubly convincing answer. Flood
control, TVA style, does not pay.
tic experiment, the Tenness
Then the young engineering
Valley Authority. His ilndi
have been published and the student, who quotes only relimake an Interesting story, no able sources of information for
his conclusions, compares the
because they once more expo
the trick bookkeeping a n cost of generating power in the
fiscal unsoundness of TVA bu TVA system and by businessHe finds it
as an indication that youth w' managed utilities.
be served — with facts not fal costs the TVA 80 per cent more,
even though it sells power
lacies.
cheaper.
Who makes up the
TVA's Lush Publicity
loss? You and the other earng4S0 much has been writte ers of the nation — everyone a
about TVA," Murphy com- taxpayer.
ments, "from so many differen
Can't Justify Its Coats
angles, and by such high au
thority and competent ftperts N conclusion, Murphy says:
"Private industry in any age
that it would seem almost pre
sumptuous for a comparativ or country has never thought it
newcomer in this field to attempt necessary to get excited when
to estimate the merits and de the government decides to commerits of such a vast undertak pete in business on anything
like even terms because it knows
brig.
that over the long range, private
"And yet, perhaps, for pur industry can
and will demonposes of simple ahd forthrigh strate its
greater efficiency.
judgment on whether TVA i
"By taking up separately each
fulfilling its mission with du of the
various aspects of the
regard for cost and effective
TVA we can reach the followness, the student's approach ma ing
conclusion: (1) As a power
have a virtue of its own. Th
lush literature of TVA Is redo scheme, it is a high-cost devellent of special pleading, senti opment which could not stand on
its own feet; (2) as a flood conmentality, a n d
preconceive
Ideas about what TVA was sup trol scheme, It has little it any
value, since it destroys more
posed to do and how well it
than it saves; and (3) as a nevidoing it."
palm!, project, the one function
The young writer declares th In
which the government has an
only common gene* gauge, o
undisputable right to engage, it
TVA's accomplishments must
cannot justify its costs.
made on the basil et what Con
gran intended TVA to do. Thi
Advertisement of
was not the creation of a pm
Kinth‘cky Utilities Company
power monopoly, he finds, bu
Incorporated

P

you these timeless favorites in fine quality all new wool—
the yarn that takes colors so clearly, that wears
atid washes beautifully.

T

College girls

everywhere prize their good
looks and casual correctness. In a choice of
the season's
color
stars

$3,95 to $9.95
Colors:
White
Black

I

DISHES •••
PASS•••
,SILVER •••
Vw.‘,,.I''

ICONOMY
PACKAGI

SOCiety • Personals

Washington's
Birthday Party

At The Churches

— Smith
Sr
. and Mrs. R. E. Young,
unee the marriage of their
hter, Ann, to Jerry Smith.
double ring ceremony wa
med Saturday morning
ary 16, at 11 o'clock a
ome of the bride's parents
• gton street.
v. J. L. McGee, pastor o
irst Methodist church, rea
oremony before an improalter of ferns and glad

Princeton Leader
Princeton, Ky
•5

Blue
Lemon
Rose
Cherry
Natural

Family Reunited
With Royal Help

Ky. Farm News

EWING

3V

GALLON/4v

eing the owner of consjdble acreage down in Hendercounty, I could have griped
ut higher taxes when the
e of Representatives at
fort passed, by a vote of
to one, the bill to lift the
ool tax limit from 75 cents
$100 worth of assessed proto $1.50. I could have said,
y should I have to pay
her taxes to help educate
er people's children when I
e none of my own?"
ut when I read about the
e vote, I felt like shouting,
n though the closest relative
aye in Kentucky of school
is a third cousin.
at tax reform bill is an imnt step on the way up from
bare° Road". If any of my
ders don't know what I mean
"Tobacco Road", I will ex' that it is the title and the
e of a play depicting the
al South at its worst. It is
posed to be a Georgia story
it fits many localities in
tucky.
es, thanks to enlightened
'slators in the Assembly, we
e taken a step forward. But,
't forget, it is just a step.
have a long way to go.
John Fred Williams, suptendent of public instruction
ts out in his biennial report
' lature and to local school
his recommendations to the
orities, the state needs $25,
.000 for school buildings.
e revamping of the school
system calls for $500,000 a
. And along with vehicular
rovements we must have betcountry roads.
e schools are understaffed.
now have 17,700 teachers
. principals, with many
chers holding emergency cercates because they can't qualunder the law. The state
21,000 qualified teachers
d principals, or 3,300 more

GENERAL BOSOM CHATS WITH WIFE— Lt. dern. Masaharu
Honuna chats with his wife, Fujiko Homma, during a short recess in his war crimes trial at Manila, P. I. A short time later
Mrs. Hornma took the witness stand to testify for her husband.
A military court has since found Gen. Homma guilty and has
sentenced him to be shot. (AP Wirephoto)
than the present total.
Oh, yes, and there is a little
item of salaries to teachers. No
many rural school teachers ar
getting $500 a year, or a little
under $10 a week for the ful
year; and they are expect
to go to a teachers college a
train for better work.
Go to college? Why, bless you
soul, the teachers in the lower
brackets make just about one
third as much as street sweeper
in our town.
Elementary teachers in urba
communities now get around $1,
100 average. The school term
towns and cities is 9 to 1
months, as against 7 months
the remote rural districts. Ci
and town buildings and equipment are more than twice
good as those in the country.

Seeing Through
Movie Dialogue

SHORTT & PRUETT
ELECTRIC CO.
Electrical Contractors
REPAIR WORK
113 Market Street
PHONE 38

Farmers in Magoffin county,
who previously had fusarium
wilt in their tobacco, last year
grew Ky. 33 with good results.
Frank Dohoney of Adair county primed 1,800 pounds of tobacco with 24 man days of labor, and sold it for more than
$800.
In Whitley county, where the
growing of strawberries is being promoted as a cash crop,
approximately 10,000 plants
have been ordered.
It is estimated that more than
a million and a half dollars damage was done by the flood in
Bell county Jan. 7 to 9.
A number of demonstrations
using Ky. 31 fescue will be
started in Pendleton county this
year.
S. W. Quillen of Lee county,
who is keeping records on his
flock of 24 Barred Rock pullets,
reported 420 eggs in January
with a profit of $12.
E. L. Keeling of McCracken
county produced 118 bushels of
Ky. 203 hybrid corn, to win first
place in a county contest and
a $50 war bond.
Johnnie Green Pace, 4-H club
member in Livingston county,
has 100 Rhode Island Red chickens which were eight weeks old
the first of February.
Eighteen 4-H club members
in Washington county have 30
baby beef calves on feed, 29
of them being the Angus breed.
Merchants in Owsley county
have more than doubled their
orders for hybrid seed corn this
year.
In Wayne county, is is plan-

Hagertown, Md.—(11)—Georgia
Norford, news stand attendant
at the local court house, discribed a recent motion picture
as the "best I have seen in
years."
But Georgia Norford is blind.
She explains that she visualizes the story from the dialogue,
deriving, she believes, as much
pleasure from films in this way from functional periodic pain
as persons who can see.
Cardul is • liquid medicine which

How women and girls
play get wanted relief

Ice But No Hockey
State College, Pa.—(1P)--Dr
Arthur F. Davis, Penn State ic
hockey coach, laments there ha
been more ice this winter th
any year since he took over the
coaching portfolio. No 1946 sche
iule was planned because of war
prompted economies.
Which brings us back to the ne
tax limitation. The bill sets the
tax limit at the same figure that
has prevailed in urban distric
for some time.
The lift given school funds by
the previous legislature gay many districts a 7 months schoo
term instead of 6 and increas
others from 7 to 8 months. Mr.
Williams thinks the zninimu
term for any school should be
8 months, the minimum teacher's salary, $800.
Since World War II began
Kentucky has had a steady los
of teachers to states that pay
better, or to industry. This drif
will continue until salaries are
increased to figures we will not
be ashamed of.
I wish I could tell you all tha
is in Supt. William's report, bu
there is not room enough
this column. We will have to
satisfied with the high points
not only in this instance but
all discussions of conditions i
Kentucky. Besides, there will
other opportunities to refer t
the Williams documents and t
other shocking facts supplied b
the Committee for Kentucky.

MILK...
Is an Important
Winter Food
Milk builds resistance to colds . . . and Pasteurized Milk contains a wealth of invigorating food value. It contains sturdy
health, rugged health that fights off colds and other ailments.
Milk has often been called the "perfect food"... and not without reason, ..for it contains all the Vitamins and Minerals known
to be beneficial to growing children and hard working men and
women.
•

Our Pasteurization process assures you milk at its best and purest
... Milk made safe with the only milk purifying process recognized
by medical authorities.

many women say ha' brought relief
from the cramp-Ilke agony and nervous strain of functional periodie
climbs's. Berra how it may help:
Taken Like • talkie,
Is should stimulate

ICKES EXPLAINS RESIGNATION — Secretary of Interior
Harold L. Ickes tells a special
news conference in the Interior
department auditorium in
Washington, that lack of President Truman's confidence in
him forced him to resign his
cabinet post. (AP Wirephoto)
ned to increase the acreage of
alfalfa by 50 to 100 percent.
John Bernard Spalding was
named 4-H club corn champion
In Marion county, with an award
of $25, when he grew more than
100 bushels of hybrid corn to
the acre.
Charles Whitehouse of Bullitt
county marketed 24,090 pounds
of tobacco from eight acres, or
an average yield of 3,011 pounds
per acre.
George Conditt, Charles Truitt
and Evans Truitt of Crittenden
county each produced more than
ton-litters of hogs in 185 days.
More than 75 homes in the
Shiloh community in Hickman
county have been wired for
electricity.
W. A. Catron of Clinton county produced 3,340 pounds of Ky.
41 tobacco on a measured acre
and a half of land.

Red Cross Knitter
Is Sock Success

on,* (hue b.lp build reice,'
Butanes for the "Wee"
to some.
OS Started 3 days beOmer, 111
;Zour.

fescv

halo Pune
In duo to web'!motional pwioft eases&
Try CarduL It It baps. yoten
be 0.4 you 414.

CAReanPUI,
JOB
OPPORTUNITIES
PERMANENT TENURE
Positions in local and field offices of Department of Welfare
and the Unemployment Compensation Ccenmissioni—Clerks,
Tnists, Stenographers, $100VW; Machine Ope..rators, $110170; Accounting positions, $110285; Statisticians, $180-285;
Interviewers, 3130-260; Referee, $200-225; Field Worker,
$150-175; Child Welfare Workers, 3125-280.
Merit System examinations will
be giVel March 23 in Ashland,
Bowling Green, Co
Frankfort, Hazard, Hopkinavilla, Louisville, Mayfield, Middlesboro, Morehead,Owensboro,
Richmond, Somerset.
... For full particulars and applications write Personnel Examination Supervisor, 107 New
Office Building. Frankfort. APPLY NOW! FINAL DATE
FOR FILING, FEBRUARY 28,
1048

Greeks Seek Sale
Of Tobacco Crop
Athens —AP— Greece's rich
tobacco, which represents nearly
50 percent of her normal exports, for the past three years
has been lying idle in warehouses seeking markets.
Before the war Greece exported over 60,000 tons of tobacco
annually-45,000 tons to Central
Europe and 15,000 tons to America and Britain.
Virtually the entire 1944 crop,
18,000 tons, and the entire 1945
crop of 25,000 tons are in warehouses here. U. S. tobacco agents
are handicapped by foreign regulations and lack of shipping.
(AP Newefeatures Beauty Editor)

Westford, Mass. —AP— Mrs.
Jennie M. Kendrick, 85, has set
a knitting record for the Lowell
Red Cross.
Since March of 1940, she has
knitted for servicemen 3,400 afghan squares, 850 pairs of socks,
12 knee bands and uncounted
scarves and shoulderettes.
Nashweak, New
Born in
Brunswick, Mrs. Kendrick learned to knit when she was nine
years old. She still does all her
own house work.
Mrs. Kendrick performed the
same service for the Red Cross
in World War I, "but I didn't
keep count then," she said.

From Grid To Tank
Annapolis, Md. — AP — Jim
Carrington at 215 pounds is the
heaviest member of Navy's
swimming team. He played right
guard on the football team last
fall and now swims freestyle in
the sprints.

saving grease, and call in your dead stock
to the KENTUCKY RENDERING WORKS.
We will remove all dead stock promptly and
free of charge.
CALL COLLECT

Kentucky Rendering Works
Princeton, Ky.

Phone 442-1
r,

4
1
/
Plant BROADRENTIS
•4kr1
lopesdablo High Yieldiag Varktiss

4

HYBRID CORN
To Those Who
Remember

Good Coal
Back in business after
four years.

For same

good coal —
CALL COLLECT

Then are mesons why fanners order and pleat DROADIONTS
corn year after per.
I. In COW*/ *WS tali% BROADBENT'S Hybrids us esiehlsal elosess.e.
with remerkobly high yields.
2. BROADBENT'S corn is artificirdiy dried Iilame hiph we* mil
germination.

3. BROADBENT'S corn Is graded for width., thIchoest, hoglis nod
gravity — which results la wroelloat quality sod baph ...edemas.
BROADBENTS Certified Yellow Vorionlos ewe Ky. Y102, Ky. 7103 msi
BROADBENT'S Certified White Varieties aft Ky. et Ky. 7211 lea lip. XII.
BROADBENT'S Hybrid corn is grown in Kentucky and Is aspect* adopted to
Keatucky growing &ad soil conditioos. Btry BROADIENTS Hybrid need stow bun

tau

Ratliff Hardware Co.

J. T. Robinson
Phone 2595
St. Charles, Ky.

Coppedge On Sidelines
Annapolis, Md. — AP — Big
Bo Coppedge, 215-pound left
tackle on Navy's football team,
is missing from Coach Ray
Swartz's wrestling squad because
of injuries received during the
football season.

. Tax Payers

for Spring Sowing
SOW MITCHELL'S DEPENDABLE FIELD SEED
OUR STOCKS ARE COMPLETE AT THIS TIME
Alfalfa
(Oklahoma Approved) Stock Limited

Red Clover
(Northern Grown)

Korean Lespedeza

Only a short time left before all unpaid taxes for 1945 will be

No. 1 and No. 2

advertised and sold. This means additional expense. Pay now

Sweet Clover
White Dutch Clover

Red Top

Tobacco Seed
(Burley) No. 18 White and 41-A

Ammonium Nitrate and Vigoro
GET OUR PASTEURIZED PRODUCTS

Plant Bed Fertilizer

from your nearest Grocer.

MITCHELL
IMPLEMENT CO.
Princeton, Ky.

and save money.
The law requires all male persons between the ages of 21 and 65

Timothy

today . .. and every day!

Phone 161

Dead Animals
WANTED

FIELD SEED

Give your family Pasteurized Milk

Princeton Cream & Butter Co.

Toronto — Al' — A letter to
Queen Elizabeth has clipped governmental red tape and assured
the speedy reunion of a family
separated by six years of war.
The letter was written by an
American—Robert E. McClory of
Eden, N. Y. McCloy and his wife
cared for two British children
exacuated during the blitz, Brenda and Beryl Gowing.
McCloy needed a foreman for
his Christmas tree plantation
near Courtland, Ontario. James
Gowing, in Norwich, England,
wanted the job if he could bring
his wife and other daughter,
Hazel, to Canada and reunite
Pepsi-Cola Company,Long lelondaty.N.
the family.
Franchised Bottler: Pepsi Cola HopkinsvWe Bottling Company
Unable to get governmental
permission, MCloy finally wrote
the queen.
"It took three days for the air
mail letter to be delivered in
England," he said. "The day after
it arrived an officer came to
Gowing's house and told him,
'The queen's going to bat for
you.' The permission he'd been
Although the war is over Uncle Sam
trying to get from the foreign
office for years is on the way."
needs waste greases for many uses. So keep

1

Kentucky Blue Grass

t.. '

Seven
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to pay a pall tax. Your property or salary is subject to execution
to satisfy this bill.
I am compelled to collect the taxes, and please call and pay your
taxes to avoid advertisement.

MITCHELL CLIFT
Ex-Sheriff Caldwell County
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Caldwell's Quota
For Red Cross
Drive Is $5,952

Former Princetonian
Observes 100th Birthda

Farm Quotas On
Dark Fired Leaf
Raised 20 Percent
Allotments For 1946 Are
Based Upon Marketing
Level For 1943, County
Chairman Says

75 Percent Of Amount
Contributed To Remain
Here, Chairman Eldred
Reports
Mrs. Tom Cash, Jr., executive
secretary of the Caldwell County
Chapter, American Red Cross,
was advised this week by Regional Headquarters Director
Otto L. Lund that the county's
quota for the 1946 Fund CamMrs. Lena Rauscher, a formpaign is $5,952, of which 75 percent, or $4,464, remains in this er resident of Princeton, and
community for the local chap- more recently of Limestone,
ter's needs, and 25 percent, or Fla., recently celebrated her
$1,488, goes to national head- 100th birthday at the home of
quarters.
her daughter there. Born in
This is the highest percentage Carrolton, Mrs. Rauscher movof donations ever to be alloted ed here in 1881, where she
for home community use here, lived 50 years. Her husband
George Eldred, county chairman, died 24 years ago, and they
said, and will go far toward had six children, only one of
meeting Red Cross relief needs whom is living. Mr. Rauscher
In this community.
was a butcher here.
Chairman Eldred said the
campaign will begin in Princeton and throughout the county,
Friday, March 1, land will be
concluded Friday, March 15.
With every community in the
county organized and leaders
Dr. C. H. Joggers, Sr.,
who have proven effective for
Will Deliver Address
years enlisted, he hopes to have
the Red Cross appeals in other
Here Sunday Morning
the county's alloted quota in
The annual Laymen's Day
hand well before the deadline.
Booths will be set up in the Service will be held Sunday in
banks and the courthouse here, the regular morning worship
Mr. Eldred said, starting Thurs- hour, 10:55 o'clock at Ogden
day, March 7„ under Mrs. Frank Memorial Methodist Church.
The men of the church will
Wood, with members of various
woman's clubs in charge on al- have charge of the program, with
Dr. C. H. Jaggers, Sr., of Bowlternate days.
A men's soliciting team under ing Green, delivering the adNoah Cameron will cover Prince- dress.
Music will be furnished by
ton's business distiict and a
team of 20 women, under Mrs. the Methodist Men's Choir of 40
J. B. Lester, will canvass the voices, under the direction of
residential districts. Personnel Harry Long.
The public is invited to atof Mr. Cameron's team: Henry
Sevison, Merle Drain, Saul tend.
Pogrotsky, R. S. Gregory, Mark
The evening service It 7 o'clock
Cunningham and Joe Wilcox.
will feature a sermon by the
Clint Glover has been appoint- pastor, the Rev. J. Lester Mced chairman for the Red Cross Gee.
solicitation at the I. C. Shops,
Two all-sound moving pictures
Chairman Eldred said.
will be shown young people and
How the Red Cross in a Ger- their visitors in the Social Hall
man town gave a Princeton at 6 o'clock, during the regular
soldier, Jimmy Hodge, son of Youth Fellowship program.
Mr. and Mrs. J. D. Hodge, a
birthday party in January is
Egyptian ladies in 900 B.C.
told in a letter the fighting man carried vanity cases made of
wrote his parents recently.
iron.
Jimmy says a Red Cross girl
worker called "Alabama" really ettes and harmonica. He writes
promoted the party, with a big "I never expected to see a birthcake and candles the feature. day party over here. I won't
Other gifts included a knife, have to go to the PX for a
towel, candy, mirror, pipe, cigar- month."

Methodist Laymen
To Have Service

Mint'Now Has Orders
For 1,600,000 Medals
(By Aivuolated Press)

Washington—The mint has
orders on hand for approximately 1,600,000 medals.
"We have been working
24 hours a day in the medal
department, the demand has
been so heavy," Mrs. Nellie
Tayloe Ross, mint director,
told the House Appropriatioss committee in testimony
made public this week.
•

Individual farm acreage allotments for Fire-Cured tobacco
will be increased by 20 percent
and acreage allotments for Dark
Air-Cured tobacco have been increased by 10 percent for 1946,
it was announced this week by
C. E. George, chairman of the
County AAA Committee.
Acreage allotments and marButler Has Outside
keting quotas on the 1946 crop
For Finals,
Chance
of Dark Air-Cured and FireCoach Believes
Cured tobacco were authorized
Butler's Basketball Tigers, endby Congress. In a subsequent
referendum, growers of Dark ing their regular season's play
Air-Cured tobacco voted 97.6 at Eddyville Friday night this
percent in favor of quotas and week, are preparing to enter
growers of Fire-Cured voted 93.6 the district tournament to be
percent in favor of quotas. Grow- played on the floor of Trigg
ers in Caldwell county voted County High School, Cadiz, Feb.
140 in favor of quotas on Fire- 27 and 28, March 1 and 2, Coach
Cured and 181 in favor of quotas Russell Goodaker said. He beon Dark Air-Cured.
lieves his charges, materially imAllotments for 1946 have been proved by the season's play,
based upon allotments in 1943, have an outside chance to reach
last year in which marketing the tourney finals.
quotas were in effect. In addiThe Tigers lost a hotly contion, Chairman George said, reg- tested game to the Fredonia Yelulations provide for an acreage lowjackets on the home court
equal to 5 percent of the 1943 last Friday night, 42 to 36. They
allotment to be made available won from the Shady Grove visifor adjusting upward 1943 allot- tors here Tuesday night, and
ments. Also, an acreage not in
thus have a .500 percentage for
excess of the 1943 allotment is
regular season games won and
made available to local County
list. Two of the losses have been
AAA committees for establishto Fredonia, two to the Kuttawa
ing acreage allotments on "new
Lyons and two to the Dawson
farms," on which no tobacco has
Springs
Panthers, all of these
been grown within the last 5
opponents having proven unusyears.
"The increase in individual ually Wong this year.
The district tournament at
acreage allotments is needed in
order to bring total production Cadiz will have four nightly
of these kinds of tobacco in sessions, each starting at 7:30
1946 more nearly in Jine with o'clock. Teams entered are: Franestimated demands," he said. cis, Shady Grove, Tolu, Marion,
Total 1946 acreage, with the in- Cobb, Fredonia, the Tigers and
creases, is expected to be ap- the host team, Trigg County
proximately 82,000 acres of Fire- High. J. N. Holland, superinCured tobacco and approximate- tendent of Trigg county schools,
and 42,700 acres of Dark Air- Is tourney manager. The finals
Cured. The 1945 acreages of will be played Saturday night,
these kinds of tobacco amounted March 2, at 8 o'clock.
to 63,100 acres of Fire-Cured
and 42,700 acres of Dard AirAdministrator's Notice
Cured."
Persons knowing themselves
With the end of the war, foreign demand for Fire-Cured to- indebted to the estate of the
bacco has increased substan- late S. J. Larkins, deceased,
tially over the last few years. please make settlement on or
Therefore, it is advisable to in- before March 15, 1946; and those
having claims against the said
crease production in 1946.
estate will be required to preBefore the war, an estimated sent same, properly proven, on
50,000 U. S. homes rented rooms or before the same date.
Mrs. S. J. Larkins, Admx. 3t
to tourists.

Tigers Prepping
For Cadiz Tourney

Thursday, February 21, 1
Masonic Meetings
R. F. D. 5, Marion, Ky.
reA meeting 7 P. h,t
The above named lodge
serves the right to reject any ary 25th, 1946, to conic
and all bids not found satis- Master Mason's Degree.
Will be served this ev
factory.
Brothers take notice. V
In 1925, the average retail brothers welcome.
be named a member of the city's price of all automobiles was
Earl Adams, Master.
Board of Supervisors.
G. W. Towery, Secre
$1,007.
An ordinance, regulating operation of vehicles on streets while
the fire department is responding to alarms and providing a
fine ranging from $10 to $25 for
its infraction, was adopted. The
ordinanes appears elsewhere in
this issue of The Leader.
Hewlett McDowell presented
drawings of a proposed map of
Cedar Hill Cemetery and was
instructed to proceed with mak. .. that there're lois of folks who want a lot
ing the map.
things they can't get these days. But we're
Mayor Cash and Councilmen
ing our dead-level best to balance sup
Denham, Gus Jones, Joe Jones,
attended
Wadlington
Stone and
against demand and in the right places. All
the session.
yourself of "here

Council Hears Complaint
Assessments Are Archaic
A lengthy discussion, relative
to tax assessments for schools
and municipal purposes, was
precipitated at Monday night's
City Council session when J. B.
Shrewsbury criticised the levies,
saying they were archaic and
too low and as a result the efficiency of Princeton's school
system and municipal government was hampered.
In addition to the Mayor and
the Councilmen, the following
participated in the general discussion: Richard Brown, Joe
McMican, Alvin Tyrie, G. D.
Hill and Police Chief Jones.
It was suggested that Mr.
Shrewsbury qualify in order to

HELM'S pullorum controlled chicks—
four
delivery — holder
immediate
worlds records—brooding bulletins—
HATCHERY—across
from
HELM'S
hitchyard—Princeton.
WANTED—A lady to stay with wife
and do light house work for two.
E. R. Wilson, Princeton, Ky. Phone
2tp
561.
laundry
WANTED—Your rough-dry
work, quilts and blankets. Will
curtains.
stretch
wash and
also
Mrs. Otis Stephens, Wood St. 2tp
BABY CHICKS — Good Quality. Send
money.
for price list and save
Worthwhile Chicks, 191 W. North
5tP
Ave., Baltimore, 1, Maryland
BRING your curtains and bed spreads
to 105 Good Street to be laundered
L.
and stretched. (Miss) Archie
2tp
Dunnipg.
Jersey
FOR
SALE — Fresh
guaranteed to please. Frank
Cadiz, Phone 7511.

We „Can't Forget

looted Books. Paramount Hatchery,
tf
EddyvIlle, Phone 3062.

CLASSIFIED ADS

Notice
Shady Grove Lodge NO. 559 F
and A. M. offers for sale by
sealed bids the following property: One two story building
and one lot 105 ft. by 111 ft.,
being in the town of Shady
Grove, on highway 139, 18 miles
north of Princeton. The building
contains a considerable amount
of yellow popular lumber in
good condition.
Bidding will cease at 9:00 P.
M. March 16, 1946. Mail all bids
to David C. Drennan, Secretary,

cows;
Clark,
ltp

BUY CHICKS NOW — Early chicks
layers. Early
produce early fall
chicks produce broilers for early
markets.
Paramount
high-priced
Hatchery, Eddyville, Phone 3062. tf

F,,,,,R,T1 CAYCE

c.91.!!

Smooth Tires are DangerousRecap Them Now - Be Safe

WANTED TO BUY — Several sets
of folding inside window shutters.
Address P. 0. Box 235, Paducah,
ltp
Ky.

Recapping and Vulcaniziug
No charge for inspecting, mounting and dismounting

WANTED — Job to keep children or
help with house work. Telephone
ltp
789.

NOW AVAILABLE

ORDER
CHICKS
EARLY — Avoid
delays In delivery. See the chicks
you sire buying. Book orders now.
Blood -tested, U. S. Approved Puiforum controlled. Paramount Hatchery, Eddyville, Phone 3062.
tf

All Metal White Sidewalls for adding neat white tire
beauty to your wheels.

FOR
SALE — Limited
number
of
good recapped 600 a 16 tires. New
700x20, 10-ply, rayon cord truck
tires. AU types synthetic tubes repaired. Installing truck valve stems
• specialty. Princeton Tire & Recapping Co., Beesley Building. its

Princeton Tire & Recapping Co.
Beesley Building

COOPER CRIDER,

Owner

•

( ) Diamond T Trucks
3-4 to 10 Tons

( ) Hudson Automobiles
6 and 8 Cylinders

( ) Farquhar Tobacco Setters,

1:I1141C0 )

Philco Radio-Phonographs

( ) Philco Electric Radios

) Hudson Pickup Trucks

( ) Reo Trucks
•
11
/
2 to 5 Tons

•

( ) Marvel Fertilizer Distributors

( ) Philco Farm Radios

( ) Philco Portable Radios

( ) Philco Farm Freezers

( ) Philco Automobile Radios

( ) Philco Refrigerators

( ) Philco Air Conditioners

( ) Estate Electric Stoves

( ) Proctor Electric Irons

) B. F. Goodrich Tractor Tires

( ) Estate Gas Stoves

( ) Proctor Roasters

) B. F. Goodrich Implement Tires

( ) Estate Bottle Gas Stoves
( ) Proctor Toasters
( ) Estate Heatrola

) B. F. Goodrich Truck Tires
) B. F. Goodrich Automobile Tires

( ) Proctor Waffle Irons
) B. F. Goodrich Bicycles

•

( ) Easy Spindrier Washer
( ) Easy R611 Wringer Washer

( ) Cordley- Hays

) Cumberland Fertilizers

If interested in any of the items in this ad,
please check them and mail to Mitchell
Implement Co., Box 688, Princeton, Kentucky, and we will send literature and supply same soon as available.
Name

( ) Easy Gasoline Washer

Electric Water Coolers
) Armours Fertilizers

Street or Route

( ) Easy Electric Ironer
( ) Hunter Electric Fans

City

( ) Vigoro
State

( ) Youngstown Kitchen Cabinets
( )Youngstown Kitchen Sinks

( ) Cadillac Vacuum Sweepers

( )'Reynolds Aluminum Roofing
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FULLY GUARANTEED

FOR SALE — One extra nice young
broad breasted bronz turkey torn,
for stock. Weight about 30 lbs. 40e
per lb. Mrs. L. B. Sims, Princeton,
tf
Ky., Rt. 3.

BUY CHICKS NEAR HOME — Avoid
chilling. Place
orders
now. All
popular breeds from carefully es-

to
have to do to assure
and gone tomorrow" fine men's wear is to
us know just what you want, and we'll get
the right size, the right colour, and the ri
style for fou as soon as possible. Ask any
who wears our fine clothing . . . he'll tell
the many advantages of trading here.

Look For These Items In The Future
at
MITCHELL IMPLEMENT COMPANY
( ) J. I. Case Farm Machinery
77 Modern Farm Machines
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SECTION TWO

Princeton, Kentucky, Thursday, February 21, 1946

amp Breckinridge
as Quit Business
Training Site
Functioning Only As
Prisoner Of War Base;
Prepared More Than
250,000 Men

—
Kentucky First To Make
FDR's Birthday Holiday

Numbers 34

THEY GLADDEN COUNTY'S HOMES

4-H Clubs Plant
Memorial Trees

Frankfort, (P), Kentucky
became the first state to
make January 30, Franklin
D. Roosevelt's birth anniversary, a legal holiday.
The action was taken
when the Senate voted 20
to 16 to join the House's 70
to 7 vote to override Governor Simeon Willis' veto of
the holiday bill.
The Senate vote was strictly along party lines, all Republican members supporting the Governor.

Camp Breckinridge, Ky., Feb.
3—(SPecial)—After four years
f training more than a quarter
illion men for the battle fronts,
amp Breckinridge is packed up
d ready to leave.
The War Department has of'cially declared it on an "Mac'ye, stand-by basis." It became I. C. Orders 100 New
active Tuesday, but according Covered Hopper
Cars
o camp officials, won't reach a
An order for 100 covered hoptand-by basis until the end of
per cars of 70-ton capacity has
is month.
just been placed by the Illinois
All ordinance and training Central Railroad with
the Pulluipment has been shipped out.
man-Standard Manufacturing ,Co.
nly housekeeping material— At a cost of
approximately $500,ding, kitchen equipment, of000, these cars will be built at
barrack
furniture,
is
ice and
the Bessemer, Ala., plant of the
eing kept at the camp. All of
manufacturers, and will bring
his is being stored ins eight large
to approximately 400 the Illinois
arehouscs.
Central fleet of covered hoppers
All PX's, post theaters, chapwhich is used for transportation
Is, the post hospital and service
of such commodities as cement,
clubs are closed. Their equipfluorspar, Fuller's earth and
ent has been sold, shipped to
bauxite.
other army camps or stored.
The colorfully decorated serWithin the boundaries of the
vice clubs, where thousands of
iris entertained men of the Nth, Soviet Union are 177 distinguish83rd and 75th 'divisions, are now able races, nationalities and
tribes speaking 125 different
bare.
This camp, which once housed languages or dialects.
,000 persons, is being set up
or future use by one division all packed and ready to go."
The only activity now is at
d a station complement.
"This means," explained Lieut. the Prisoner of War camp. There
Col. A. .J. Sockoloskie, director are still several hundred Gerof supply, "that if the War De- man prisoners here. About 100
partment ever wants to use men and officers are in charge.
Breckinridge again, it can handle They will remain until the last
a division. But it would take prisoner Is shipped out. No date
about four months now to re- has been set for closing the PW
activate the camp. On the other camp, but prisoners are gradualhand, if Un.le Sam decides to ly being moved back to Gerdeclare it surplus property, it's many. (Union County Advocate)

College Sponsors
Corn Contest To
Increase Yields

This is the third in a series of pictures of Princeton and
reading from left to right, Edward, son of Mr. and Mrs.
C. M. Ward, Princeton; Martha, daughter of Mr. and Mrs.
Ralph Randolph, W. Main street; and Larry, son of Mr. and
Second row, reading from left to right, Roger, son of Mr.
Mr. and Mrs. Hazel McGregor, Princeton; Preston, son of
Archie Scott, Princeton; and Robert Cooper, son of Mr. and
Third row, reading from left to right, James, son of Mr.
Dr. and Mrs. Ralph Blazier, N. Harrison street; Ewing, son
Mr. and Mrs. J. W. Carr, former residents here and now
Cunningham, Princeton.

Caldwell county children to be run in The Leader. Top row,
Kirby Thomas, Dawson Road; Phillip, son of Mr. and Mrs.
H. H. Ennis, Crider; Robert Hearne, son of Mr. and Mrs.
Mrs. Paul Johnson, Princeton.
and Mrs. T. C. Pryor, E. Main street; Jerelyn, daughter of
Mr. and Mrs. Neil Beck, Crider; Janice, daughter of Mr. and
Mrs. E. C. Crider, Washington street.
and Mrs. Harvey Rice, Highland Avenue; Kay, daughter of
of Mr. and Mrs. E. Y. Hays, Princeton; Linda, daughter of
of Dayton, 0.; and Leslie Davis, son of Mr.. and Mrs. L. T.

Chickens Come Home
To Roost (Horse Farm)

OUR MODERN MONUMENT WORKS
The best equipment is here and we have the marble on hand for your
inspection.

See What You Buy-- Be Satisfied
Before The Stone is Cut!
We are able to make delivery of your monument promptly — made
exactly to your desires.
Mr. W. R. Allen, for 25 years an expert in this business and a
stone cutter of recognized ability, is now actively in charge of this
business in Princeton. He is fully experienced and able to meet all
your requirements and to design your monument as you desire it.

Please See Us Before You Buy A Monument

Pulaski, Tenn.—AP—The 68stall barn at the old Milky Way
farm near here, which once
housed some of the country's
top thoroughbred horses, now
is the home of 20,000 chickens.
Albert Noe, Jr., bought the
famous 2,700-acre farm last lear
from the late Mrs. Ethel Mars
and decided to solve the meat
shortage by raising chickens for
use in his five hotels. He processes 300 per day at the farm,
now named the Albert Noe
Farm.
He doesn't confine his farm
program to chicken-raising, however. He has a few Tennessee
walking horses and has poured
several thousand dollars into a
dairy and beef cattle herd.

Murray, Feb. 19,-For the sixth
Consecutive year scholarships are
being offered high school students in this area by the Alumni
Association of Murray State College.
Two sholarships will be Tiven
this year, each amounting to $100,
open to any graduating high
school in the First District educational area, or in any high
school outside this area which
employes graduates of Murray
State College.
Character, leadership, scholarship and capacity to make good
in college are the factors considered by the committee, which
bases its choice upon recommendations made by high school
principals, superintendents and
The praying mantis is easily
alumni teachers of each candi- domesticated and in the Orient
date.
is a household pet.

Announcing
The Opening of'...
Pick's Cafeteria
Monday,Feb.18
705 Washington St.

Murray State College To fr
Play Varsity Baseball "

For the first time in four
years, Murray State College will,
play varsity baseball this spring,
Athletic Director Roy Stewart
announced last week-end. Carlisle
Cutchin, former athletic director and former coach of football, basketball, and baseball
here, will coach the team, President Ralph H. Woods announced.,

Where Old-Fashioned home Cooking of the
Best Foods will be served

We Invite Your Inspection

John Davis & Son

Courteously and Quickly

Monuments of Quality

Mrs. Margaret Pettit

Established 1882

AND
Telephones 96 ,& 425

Farmers To Help
Provide Data On
Land Ownership

Commemorating the lives of
4-H club members who died in
World War II, 4-H clubs in 21
counties in Kentucky have set
out more than 315 memorial
trees. Perry, Whitley, Knox and
Survey Bewli
i e Taken To
Breathitt counties have each put
Get Info
tion For
out more than 50 trees. Selecting long-lived, hardwood varieWar Veterans Interest
ties, the members planted oaks,
In Farming
ash, sugar maple, sweet gum,
"Farmers in this county will'
tulip poplar and black walnut.
The trees will be appropriately have a chance to help provid
labeled when they have made essential information, needed b
the state agricultural colleg
satisfactory growth.
and the U. S. Department
Agriculture, about farm land
other information required
up-to-date rejiorts on land ownership," said J. F. Graham,
county agricultural agent.
.
The University of Kentuc
College of Agriculture and
Home Economics is cooperat
with the United States Dep
Prizes Will Be Awarded ment
of Agriculture in a 1
For Best Production
ownership survey now be
made to provide information
On One And Fiveto opportunities in farming 1
Acre Plots
war veterans. The survey w ,
To stimulate interest in higher deal, also, with various proble
corn yields and to demonstrate of land-ownership, according te
how high yields are made, the Dr. W. D. Nicholls, head of 0*
Kentucky College of Agriculture Department of Farm Economi
and Home Economics is sponsor- at the University.
ing a "Kentucky Corn Derby"
"If you are a landowner a
or corn yield contest, it is an- receive one of the 'Land Owntirnounced. Prizes will be award- ship' questionnaires now b
ed for the highest yields in one- mailed out by the Bureau
acre and in five-acre tracts.
Agricultural Economics, U.
Corn is one of Kentucky' Department of Agriculture, y
most important crops. It is gro
can help by filling in the
on four-fifths of all land plow
wers and returning promptly
for crops, is second only to t
the self-addressed envelope whi
bacco in cash value, and i will come to
you with the pr
grown by more farmers tha ed
questions," Mr. Graham
any other crop. Despite the fac
National, regional and sta
that Kentucky ranks 11th amon
reports to be compiled from Us
the states in acreage of co
information will provide lat
produced, it ranks 28th in bush
survey and from other availab
els per acre.
figures on how many farms
The college has set a goal to
sold each year, value and 8a state yield average of 40 bu
of farms, number of proportion
shels per acre to be reached b
1960. Last year the state aver of those who own the farm,
they tend, how many farmers
age was 32 bushels.
retire each year, and other da
Among the improved practice
recommended for reaching th necessary for a "reliable natio
goal, the college emphasizes bet and regional picture of
ownership," Mr. Graham said,,,,
ter land use.
Questions asked in the survey
"Much land that is too poo
will provide data not furnish
or too hilly IS now being plant
to corn. The more level lands in census reports since 1
of the state should be built up Nor has any such mail sure
to a high state of fertility b covering land ownership b
drainage, the use of lime an attempted by the Department
phosphate and by growing sue Agriculture since immediate
legume crops as vetch, crimso er the first World War, when
clover and sweet clover in rota a similar questionnaire was
tion with corn. Contour culti culated.
vation or terracing on slopin
No use will be made of
land is advised..
dividual replies to the questi
"The planting of hybrid co
naire except to compile to
has contributed greatly to high figures in combination with
er yields. In 1945, 65 percent o replies of other landowners,
the corn crop was planted t government pledges that
the itt
hybrids, resulting in the highes dividual's reply, as such,
state average production on re be held strictly
confidential. ,
cord, despite an unfavorabl
"Land owners need have ISO
planting season. The supply o hesitancy in
answering the quesKentucky hybrid corn seed
tions and my office will be glad
ample, and farmers in 1946 wil to help,
should additional infornot have to use poorly adapted mation
be needed in filling out
out-of-state hybrids."
the questionnare," the county
agent said.
"Only about every tenth farm.
er in the county will receive
the questions, as the
method, similar to the p
opinion polls, will be used. W
are hopeful that close to 10t,
percent of the survey forms
be returned in this county. Ali
landowners filling out and
turning questionnaires will
ceive copies of the reports et
the survey as'soon as they are
prepared."

Princeton, Ky.

Mrs. Mary Francis Flynn
MANAGERS
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Told To
Apparel
ks Down On
urers Hoards, Shirts
— AP — The
• uction Administra
eked down on a
at and nylon hoscturers who were
e hoarding supplies.
s to unnamed firms
ye inventories" CPA
producers to halt
any further produce items until their
reduced "to more
levels."
informed the cornuntil their inventor"to a practicable
ey must not accept
yarn or fabric or
ders for such meterv said its action reinvestigations con•
the CPA compliance
which telegrams were
arged. CPA said, with
priorities regulation
igned to prevent acof excessive invenarce materials.
Verner, Jr., director
pliance division, said
• estigators discovered
sylvania manufacterer
ose was carrying an
of more than 1,760,000
ylons as of last Jan.
y said that two shirt
ordered to discontinue
fabrics "together had
ventory of more than
rts of Jan. 1."
e insurance payments
holders and beneficiarUnited States during
11 months of 1945 were
,000.
atic part of the Soviet
•ers an area compris-eighths of the entire
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tity Ordinance

Not For Diamonds
Nor For Rubies-Santa Fe, N. M. —(W)—

said the volume contained rare
original documents in the widelypublicized Peralta-Reavis land
grant case, and the offer was rejected "not because the book is
worth that much, but just on
principles."

of
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Imp disseinlers
An
Council Chambers
gembore. Who
SOCAMA, Freskly Moot. Idsolidte
book
Hall,
bag Mile. Chigger or
without
City
Arizona woman offeed
Tiroil
Usk.
Nosy
Scalp or
IZIef
y.
Kentuck
ssualitag
Princeton,
Fool. A 000ring.
success to leave a deposit of $5,Mei se by =MIL wisp
his.
noradaN,
VEHICLES FOLLOWING 000 in diamond rings and assorttes.
Liblmosidor
FIRE TRUCK;' VEHICLES ed jewelry with the New Mexico Everybody reads The Leader!
the
insure
to
n
FOUR
N
libraria
law
WITHI
state
PARKING
HUNDRED FEET OF FIRE safe return of a book she wanted
TRUCK. An ordinance regulating to borrow.
Poldervaart
Librarian Arie
the operation of all vehicles
that may use the streets of the
City of Princeton, Kentucky,
during the making of a Fire Call
by the Fire Department of the
Distress From Sour, Gassy
City of Princeton, Kentucky.
Stomach Promptly ReTIRIS
BE IT ORDAINED BY THE
lieved, And He Enjoys
TUNIS
CITY COUNCIL OF PRINCEEvery Meal, Says Mr.
AUTO PARTS
TON, KENTUCKY.
. Sleeps Restfully
d
Russell
DATUMS
Sec. 1. It is hereby declare
PAINTS
Again.
a misdemeanor for any person
who may be driving or operating
"I spent a lot of hard earned
055-d FiPnIN
or'otherwise using any vehicle
money on medicines and treati
upon the streets of the City of
ments, and Retonga gave me
Princeton, Kentucky, to permit Phone 212
more real relief than everything
remain
said vehicle to move or
else I tried put together," dein motion within 200 feet of the
clares Mr. William H. Russell,
Fire Truck of the City of Prince402 Avenue B, Vestal, Knoxton while the said Fire Truck
ville, Tenn., in a strong public
is passing over or along any
endorsement of this famous medon,
Princet
street in the City of
"Retonga relieved all this disicine.
now
and it shall be the duty of each
Is your car, truck or tracusually in so mueh tress so remarkably that I
was
"I
and every operator of any vehitor radiator heating or leak- distress from sour, gassy stomach enjoy three normal meals a day
y. The concle upon seeing or hearing that ing?
that I felt miserable during the and I sleep restfull
the Fire Truck is moving in his
as much as stipation and toxic feeling are
got
I
if
and
day,
If so, don't punish your
lost twenty
or her direction along any street
four hours sound sleep at night relieved; and I have
immediately to motor further. Let us clean
pull
to
alley
or
Vatican
the
at
continued Mr. Rus- pounds of that unneeded weight.
wait
lucky,"
prelates
was
I
S.
U.
—Four
TION
OF
E
ELEVA
NOTIC
AWAIT
TES
U. S. PRELA
side of said street and repair it the modern way.
ever felt betSacred College of Cardi- the right hand
sell. "My appetite failed me, I don't believe I
Chancellory where they receive formal notice of their elevation to the
or alley and to stop said vehiter. Retonga is fine medicine."
enough
,
down
Mooney
l
force
to
Cardina
had
I
Edward
eed.
and
tion
guarant
Louis;
St.
Satisfac
of
hop
nals. Left to right: John Cardinal Glennon, Archbis
same to remain
Retonga is intended to refood to keep going. It is odd
and Frances Cardinal cle and to cause
Archbishop of Detroit; Samuel Cardinal Stritch, Archbishop of Chicago
ess until after the Fire
distress due to insufficient
motionl
lieve
under
weight
at
sary
unneces
Church
c
of
lot
Catholi
the Roman
proceeded a
Spellman, Archbishop of New York. They were made Princes of
have
shall
of gastric juices in the
Truck
flow
a
ate
accumul
would
I
radio
via
think
to
a secret Papal Consitory of the Sacred College in Consistory Hall. (AP Wirephoto
, loss of appetite, Vitadistance of 200 feet past it.
stomach
I
did;
but
tances,
these circums
and confrom Rome)
Sec. 2. It is also declared a
14th and Clay St.
and it was a haAdicap in my min B-1 deficiency,
misdemeanor for any person to
Phone 50
laxatives stipation. Accept no substitute.
to
slave
a
was
I
work.
r
Scores
Groce
d at
Highways Are His
Modern St. Pat
drive a vehicle within 200 feet
HOPKINSVILLE
and I felt full of bloat and pois- Retonga may be obtaine
s
Scone
—Adv.
tyle
Old-S
Fire Truck or other
s Drug Store.
With
any
Dawson
behind
Ways
oliday
Happy-H
ons.
Autos
Chases Out
Tacoma, Wash —(1P)— Cliff Fire Apparatus of the Fire DeOmaha —(/P)— Earl Liggett,
Island Of Sark— (W) —The
Tacoma grocer, got to partment of the City of PrinceArney,
for
er
reviewing apprais
tranquility of Sark, one of the chief
good old days ton while same is making a run
the Omaha Farm Credit district, thinking of those
smaller English channel islands, who has driven a car more than at the fair before the war when to a Fire, except, however, memwhich was rudely upset by mo- 500,000 miles on the job, an- you could buy piping hot, fresh- bers of the Fire Department. or
tor vehicles during the war, will nounced his retirement amj his out-of-the-oven, well buttered Police Department of the City
be restored by an act of Sark's future plans—to travel by' car. scones, crammed with homemade of Princeton or employees of a
idea.
parliament.
Public Utility whose duty is to
"There are a lot of places in jam. It gave him an
The island's pre-war law for- this country Mrs. Liggett and I
The result: With the help of attend a fire for the purpose of
bidding the importation of auto- want to see. I've always had a a flour mill representative, he ar- cutting off elactricity or gas
moblies and trucks will be re- yen to drive to Alaska, too, and ranged a party for hundreds of shall be excepted from this
newed when British troops have we're going to do it."
his customers with the scone in ordinance.
Sec. 3. It is also declared a
all its pre-war goodness as the
departed, and motor cars will be
s. attraction.
misdemeanor for any person to
banished forever, in the words of roads look like," she observe
park or leave any vehicle upon
the Dame of Sark, Mrs. Sybil "The surfaces are torn to bits."
The house fly vibrates its wings
street or alley within 400
any
Hathaway.
more than 20,000 times a minute. feet of a fire or within 400 feet
"You have no idea what our Everybody reads The Leader!
of the Fire Truck or so as to
interfere with the duties of the
Fire Department in fighting a
fire.
Sec. 4. Any person violating
'
any of ,the above provisions
shall upon conviction thereof
pay to the City of Princeton a
Fine of not less than $10.00 and
not to exceed $25.00 for each
and every violation of this ordiDRINK
nance.
All ordinances or parts of
ordinances in conflict herewith
r
Z
tarife
are hereby repealed.
This ordinance shall become
effective immediately upon pasBOTTLED UNDER AUTHORITY OF THE COCA-COLA COMPANY BY
sage and publication.
Presented, read and adopted
ING COMPANY
in open council this Feb. 18, HOPKINSVILLE COCA-COLA BOTTL
1946.
Dr. W. L. Cash, Mayor.
Attest:
Garland Quisenberry, Clerk, It

Radiators!

Sisk Motor Co.

Now for Coke

at KEACH'S in Hopkinsville'

SLIPCOVER and
Drapery Materials

Motorized Dentists
Track Rural Toothache
Leeds, England—VP)—Instead
of waiting weeks for dental care,
West Yorkshire residents have
dentists calling on them—and its
free.
Completely-equipped vans, each
costing $4,500 and each staffed
with a dentist and assistant, tour
out-of4he-way spots administering to the needs of villagers.
The plan is financed by the
West Riding Council.

Uses the
World's best cooking...'

ELECTRIC COOKERY

If you eider from rheumatic, artful.
tis be neuritia pain, try this simple
that thousands
recipe
home
intspensive
of E0,E1
Get • packap
using.
are
Compotmd, • 2 weeks' supply today. hfis
it with • quart of water, add the
juice of 4 lemons. It's easy, pleasant
mad no trouble at all. You need only I
tablespoonfuls two times a day. Often
over.
hours — sometimes
4$
within
results are obtained.
night — splendid
leave
quickly
not
do
pains
the
If
and if you do not feel better. RwEs
is
as
it
try
to
nothing
you
cow
will
sold by your druggist under an absoRik&
guarantee.
monerback
lute
Compound is fag sole and recommended by

*Clean
*Safe
*Fast
*Accurate

See Your Local Dealer for the Range of Your Choke

KENTUCKY UTEI,Ili!,S COMPANY

CHINTZ: Lovely new patterns on pastel grounds.

Priced $1.69 yard and up
SAILCLOTH, gabardines, whipcord, ducking, rough
textures, and failles ... ideal for those new slip
covers and draperies for Spring.

Priced $1.19 yard and up

Permanent Finish

Organdy Curtains

and tie-backs. . . . 84 inches
Sheer, crisp, white, ruffled curtains . . . full cut ruffles
2 yards long . . . also in government net and dotted swiss.
/
wide per pair and 21

Monuments

Priced $6.95 per. pair

In all price ranges.
See us before buying.

WHEN IN HOPKINSVILLE - - BE SURE TO VISIT OUR

John Davis & Son
PRINGETON, KY.
Phone 96 & 425

BABY DEPARTMENT
Includes baby scales, swings, nursing

ACTS ON THE KIDNEYS
To increaso flow of arias obi
tarn Initialer of lio bladder
fro. moo lick* is die wino

other items to fit ALL the needs of the kiddies.

fts a
tIssat
1"
11
ttb.../"82.47
4
sr
Kassir's le _iist
as was-fra
ssiesaysl• was

mI sus.ittleMpail
s•
eitstraaatt
asa Pfewits
:
lAs
MO

"alart,
line. Offer tivrit
rsdatirallo;
;Ir, Ce
ma*. All druggist* sail Swamp Amt.

chairs,

bathinettes, high chairs, carriages ... and many

Ar* peg guttering usiattsessary morass.
Isekaclus5 ruts.dows halts sod disseme•
Orbs*/ Aro
Isri tram
Nog iselditg ha
far
RI•
1 tr;
Rs I

Om* gm leek

stripe and

Priced 95¢ yard

Lemon Juice Recipe Checks
Rheumatic Pain Quickly

that
The victorious Navy of the U. S. A. didn't get

1 way through lack of planning. .•. and the same
infinitely sound thought that was put into building
the world's greatest Navy from the blue print stage
on up was used in the galleys, too. The Navy uses
the Best—Electric Cookery.
On land, on sea, wherever good living prevails,
cooking with Electricity will be found. It's Cool...Clean
... Accurate. Steady pure heat cooks to perfection.
Automatic regulation minimizes failures. Controlled
cooking saves food values. And tasty! Ask the Navy.

GLOSHEEN: Companion patterns in
matching floral of scattered roses.

The dragonfly moves its wings
6,000 times a minute.

DAWSON'S DRUG STORE

*Cool

These come in a wide selection of bright
new patterns for Spring. Adding charm
through attractive color, they bring'a
new brightness to the living room or bed
room.

"THE 510 6105E-9 FLOORS OF GOOD FURNITURE"

pR
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Achieving Shubert's Mark Near
impossible in Show Business

Thursday, Februa

farmersville News
By Sue Brown
Luke Watson spent Saturday
night in Paducah.
Patty Oliver spent Sunday
with Doris and Gloria Rowland.
Sue Brown and Patty Oliver
spent Friday night in Princeton.
Mrs. Marvin Satterfield spent
Sunday with Mr. and Mrs. A.
P. McNeely.
Mr and Mrs. Ted Gray spent
Sunday with Mr. and Mrs. Paul
Rowland.
Joyce Traylor spent Tuesday
night with Sue Brown.
Mr. and Mrs. Roy Rucker
spent Sunday with Mr. and Mrs.
Gordon Brown.
Joe Vanhooser is spending a
ifthen day furlough with his
parents, Mr. and Mrs. Marion
Vanhooser.
Doris Rowland spent Sunday
night with Patty Oliver.
Shirley
McChesney, Nancy
Sons, and Shirley
Mathews
spent Sunday with Ella Gene
Ray.
Marlon and Rosalie Ray spent
Sunday with their parents, My'.
and Mrs. Luke Ray.
Barbara Morse is ill.
Mrs. Mel Hobby spent Sunday
afternoon
with
Mrs.
Davy
Jones.

By Jack O'Brian
ter and does both very well. ..
New York—Lee Shubert, the Billy Rose owns the Ziegfeld.
70-year-old theatrical producer Theater, where "Show Boat"
and operator of most of Broad- is r uniting along as a fabulous
way's legitimate theaters, once hit. .. And Mike Todd, who
told me it was near-impossible likes to meet or beat Billy
to be a producer and theater- Rose 'a theatrical accomplishowner at the same time. .. He ments, recently took over the
said it takes all the time a per- Columbus Circle Theater, thereson normally can expend to by managing to keep up with
be successful at either one. At the Roses very nicely.
Howard Lindsay and Russell
the same time, Mr. Lee, as
everyone on Broadway calls Crouse are playwrights, producvenerable theatrician, had several ers and theater owners too. . .
shows going along nicely under They own the Hudson Theater,
his producing auspices, but said where their "State of the Union
it was a strain which very nearly is established, apparently for
was not worth the money and good. . . Max Gordon is one of
the owners of the Lyceum TheIncidental bother.
Quite a few producers do not ater. . . Moss Hart and George
see eye to eye with Mr. Lee's S. Kaufman also have interests
thoughts on the subject, however, in it. . . Irving Berlin, an occaand seem able to combine their sional producer as well as song
real estate proclivities success- writer, is one of the owners of THIS MACHINE BUILDS A HOUSE Two workers at the LeTourneau manuf
acturing plant at
Vicksburg, Miss., stand beside the giant
the Music Box Theater.
fully with their producing
house-laying machine which erects a two-bedroom,
inJohn Wildberg, producer of concrete home in 24 hours. Carl L. Estes, Long
terests. .. Gilbert Miller
view, Tex., newspaper publisher said in Washfor "Anna
Lucasta," is an owner of ington, that GIs at LeTourneau Technical Instit
instance took over the
ute at Longview will build these machines at a
Henry the Belas
co Theater. . . Micheal LeTourneau plant to be developed there. Here
Miller theater after his father
the machine hovers over a frame, demonstrating
's
death and has managed to com- Myerberg, who produced "The the house-building process. (AP Wirephoto)
Skin
of
Our Teeth," owns the
bine theater ownership and producing right nicely. . . Lelan Mansfield. . . All in all, a fair
d enoug
Homemakers Study
h collection of successful
Hayward and Howard Cullm
an
recently bought the Hammer- producers who also dabble in
Room Improvement
theatrical r e a 1 estate .. and
stein Theater, for the last
A room may be as out-dated
By Dorothy Brasher
sev- about
from an antomobile accident.
enough evidence, includeral years used by a radio
net- ing
Mr. J. C. Boaz, of Kuttawa, as a 20-year old hat, Boone
C. Donald Brasher, SK2c, USN,
his own combined interests,
work. and Hayward expects
was the Sunday guest of Mr. and county homemakers attending
no to
scotch Mr. Lee's arguments on is at home on furlough visiting
a Dog Tag Rush Shows
trouble in combining not
only the
his
parent
s,
Mr.
training school on "House Har- The Boys Are
and
Mrs. Cecil Mrs. Dave Boaz
subject.
producing and theater operation,
Home
Mr. and Mrs. Charles T. Taylor
Cuff Stuff: Greer Gerson Brasher, of Fredonia. He has
mony" were told by Miss Vivbut direction of his very sturdi
Paterson, N. J. —AP— The
are
- may
spend
ing
a
few
spent
days
13
with
months in the South
have
ian Curnutt, home furnishings Paterson City Hall
ly established talent agenc
brief Broadway eny as
Registrar of
his parents, Mr. and Mrs. Mack
gagement. .. She won't have Pacific.
specialist at the Kentucky Col- Licenses office had a
welL
one-day recTaylo
r
in
Princ
eton.
Mr and Mrs. Hollis Wring
lege of Agriculture and Home ord of 698 dog licens
Barney Klawans, also a produ time for an extended run, but
es after a
- "Thea
Mr. and Mrs. Lexie Tosh and
tre, Incorporated," the non- and daughter, Patricia, of EvansEconomics.
cer, operates the Biltmore
record first month total of
Thea3,265.
profit producing firm which pre- ville, were the weekend guests family, of Crider, were Sunday
Setting up combinations of
In all of 1945 there were
guests of Mr. and Mrs. Raymond wallp
only
ftmomompmaftwammimmon. sented the
aper, floor coverings, drap- 7,761 and 1946 is still
current and success- of Mrs. Clady Oliver.
young.
Mrs. Smith Lowry has been Moore.
ful revival of "Pygnalion." has
ery fabrics, slip covers, glass
Most
of
the
dogs are mongrels.
Lieut. James E. Walker, a
curtains and accessories, Mind
managed to attract snore than visiting Mrs. Guy Cunningham,
chaplain in the Seabees, deliv- Curnu
her casual interest. .. No men- of Decatur, Ill., recently.
tt
demonstrated
how
Mr. and Mrs. Roy Ashby have ed a fine sermon at the First rooms may be made
tion so far of what play she'll
attractive.
returned from Dixon, Ill., where Presbyterian Church Sunday. Money is not the first
do, however.
considerathey visited his son who is in After visiting his parents, Mr. tion in making rooms
inviting
the hospit41 there recovering and Mrs. Albert Walker. Lieuten- and livable, the specia
list pointA Hot Minute
ant and Mrs. Walker and children ed out,
as she suggested changes
Newark, N. J. —AP— Newark
returned to their home in Bel- and
additions which may be
firemen spent a busy 60 seconds
vierde
r,
Ill.
made at small cost.
Nationally f amo us —
the other afternoon. They anMr. and Mrs. H. H. Wring, of
Meetings of a similar nature
swered three alarms from sepa- HELM'S CHICKS — U. S. Evansville, were the
?hose
weekend have been held by Miss Curnutt
rate boxes in one minute. The Approved
guests
of Mr and Mrs. Cecil in nine other
— Pullo r u m
counties during
fires were not serious.
er.
the past few months, approxicontrolled — Hold four Brash
Dinner guests of Mr. and Mrs. mately 9,000
homemakers reworld all time records Ray Blackburn Sunday were Mr. ceiving the infor
mation.
and Mrs. Arthur Wiggington and
— Immediate delivery family, and
Mr. and Mrs. James
Polish Coal Output
— Chicks now in brood- Wiggington, of Detroit.
Warsaw —AP— Poland's coal
Mr. and Mrs. /toy Clegg, of
ers
Also
—
book
ing
for
. . . Have you realized that your build
Princeton, were visiting in town production in 1945 has been ofing costs
future—Matings contain Sunday.
ficially reported at 21,208,000
Mr. and Mrs. J. E. Keeling and tons.
hundreds of ROP males
have risen from 30% to 60%?
Did you inter, Sue, of Crayne, attendfrom hens with official daugh
ed services at the Presbyteri
an
crease your insurance to cover
records from 200-300 Church Sunday
this increase
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Plans Recreation Center

of the

Through the efforts
Club CounMenifee county
cil, a building on the town
square in Frenchburg has been
ter, parents and children Co.

4-H

converted into a r
operating in putti
condition. Financed
and subscriptions,
is open under
liU
scheduled periods
the week.
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HOUSE PAIR..

$

save WHEN
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allwAMAT.1140 LOW !PEP
**PROTECTS YOUR HOME SITTER
• KEEPS IT SEAUTIFUL LOW*
▪ CoVFItS Moll SURFACE
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ITS SEAUTY LONGER
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A ROOM FOR $2.911 WITH PHI NEW
MIRROR WALE /MIEN

a

DEPENDABLE
INS:URANCE

ELDRED HARDWARE CO.
Phone 321
. SNERWIN•WILLIAMS PAINTS

•

ecinelfactiraiffi
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eggs. Call for free
Swiss Guests Worked
Brooding Bulletins.

MARK CUNNINGHAM

Helm Hatchery

THE MAN WITH THE PLAN

III W. ?darks! St.

PHONE 81

Across from hitchyard
PRINCETON

PRINCETON, KY.

•

Valley Lea Evaporated Milk
A splendid evaporated milk. Good for cook
ing, drinking, for coffee,
cereals, cocoa etc.
VALLEY LEA EVAPORATED MILK
Assorted Marshmallow Puff

'3 tall cans

25¢

TROPICAL SANDWICH

20(
RAISINS
2 pound pkg. 24
HOMINY
No. 2 can
10(
PEP
package
10(
SHREDDED WHEAT
pkg. 11(
PEANUT BUTTER 16 oz. jar 29(
PANCAKE MIX 20 oz. pkg. 13(
SPAGHETTI
16 oz. jar
15( MALTED MILK 16 oz. jar 25
CAKES

bulk

pound

13(

BONNER'S SEEDLESS

COOKIES

bulk

pound

VAN CAMP'S

KELLOGG'S

KELLOGG'S

VAN ALLMAN'S

AUNT .11IMIMA

DeLuxe Italian Style

Borden's Chocolate Flavored

OLW-ILO

TOILET SOAP

cake

PRESTON CUT

GREEN BEANS

5'

No. 2 can 10ft

MID-MOIJNTAIN

TURNIP GREENS No. 2 can 10f

GREEN SPLIT

PEAS

1 lb. pkg.

Heins, Clapps or Gerber's strained

BABY FOOD can 74, 2 cans
CALIFORNIA DRIED

PEARS

bulk

pound

10

13(
29(

FRESH FRUITS AND VEGETABLES
Florida Oranges are at their peak now.
They are heavier, sweeter
and have more juice now than at any othe
r time of the year. An eight
pound bag for 56¢ of this fine tree-ripened
fruit is really a bargain and
can be enjoyed by the entire family.
Idaho Potatoes are delicious baked with
a dab of butter on them,
they are the most economical least waste of
any variety and make crisp
french fries, delicious hash browns and are
delicious many other ways.
A fifteen pound bag of number one grude is 69¢.
Try some of them today.
Fresh Baltimore Oysters, Celery, Head Lettuce,
Cucumbers, Fresh Tomatoes, Cauliflower, New Texas Cabbage, Spin
ach, Raddishes, Carrots
and so forth.
MORE FOR YOUR MONEY ALL THE
TIME

RED FRONT
sn

WIleti"
oftdiedtgaxalnrirni
any
of

questish
on.
III aistairca

in this "BIG THREE" for spring

?

Bern—AP—Internees In Switzerland dug 226,925 tons of
peat
and gathered 17,038 tons of
pine
cones during the war,
to ease
Switzerland's fuel shortage.

To Princeton, Kentucky
Post Office Patrons:
After nearly three years
since
the first of the last two
Civil
Service examinations was
held
for Postmaster here, a roster
of
eligibles has apparently
been
set up. This writer's name
appears thereon—Due to the
fact
that our soldier boys were
not
permitted to participate in
these
examinations, I hereby wish
to
withdraw my name from
said
roster of eligibles--I do this
with
the understanding that
no appointment will be made
until
another examination shall
have
been held at which time
returning soldier boys, who
fought
our battles and their countr
y's
battles, will have equal oppor
tunity with those of us
who
stayed at home. If this action
on
my part meets your appro
val,
write our Congressman.
Noble
J. Gregory, Washington, D.
C.
Respectfully submitted,
Kelsey R. Cummins
—paid
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Beware Coughs
from cosmos colds
That Hang On

Oreomulsion relieves promp
because it goes right to the seattly the
trouble to help loosen and of
expel
germ laden phlegm, and aid nature
to soothe and heal raw, tender
, inflamed bronchial mucous membranes. Tell your druggist to sell you
bottle of Creomulaion with the undenstarading
the way it
quickly

would no
advantage
income, but
of fairness
cooperation
spirit
leeriese in

•

a
youthemust
like
cough
to haveallays
your money
back.or you are

bast for the p
first from

CREOMULSION

who her
retie or no
Mose peop

for Coughs,ChestColds,Bronchitis

abnormal'
business and
Iturer
•
Ides
could be
periods

When Your
Back Hurts
And Your Strength and
Energy le Below Par
It may be camped
disorder of kidney function that by
poisonous
waste to accumulate.permitstruly
many
people feel tired. urakFor
miserable
when the kidneys fail to and
remove excess
acids and other waste matter
4rom
the
blood.
You may cutler earring backache,
rheumatic pains, headaches, &minim,
getting up nights,
palm,
Sometimes frequen tag
and imanty urination with moaningtAnd burning
another sign that someth is wrongIswith
the kidney, or bladdering
.
There should be no doubt that prompt
treatment is wiser than neglect.
Dealer Pills. It la better to rely am a
medicine that has won country
wide approval than on eomethIng ism favorab
ly
known. Froon'• have been
tried
and
tented many years. Are at an drug stores.
Get Doan's today.
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MORE FARM TELEPHONES
ARE

ON THE WAY

are.

We are on our way towards
full-scale rural development
and extend telephone sank. in
farm areas.

activities to improve

center: cardigan wrap coat.
depicting the 1)(1
ad look in pale blue wool,
with a metal butt()
Pleated action-back. 12
to 20
$24.
center: felt bumper hat
on figure ... gold wl
a row of brown felt
embossed leaves, full fat
brown veil, brown felt
spaghetti
$2.9

.baald ____

left: belted taper ...
the allort coat of spl
has a new, crisply flare
d air. In light blue wool
,
with raglan sleeves. 12
to 20
$18.41

Out it's good to be able hi
tell you that we ore now oft,

Mu TELEPHONE AND T

top: cardigan suit...
sharply tailored
pu
wool for round-the-cale
ndar wear. Fitted ski
zipper placket. 12 to 20
$30

of

elm•

Time will be required to
build all the lines and install
and enlarge the necessary
switchboards to give Megan' service to oil who ire
waiting.

our way.,'
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Rising Costs...
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John E. Young Agt,
Princeton.28Hy.
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REE I. ENGELHARDT, Owner

C. E. McGARY, Manager

'FEDERATED STORE

